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Founders Day gala
to feature Newsweek
editor Jon Meacham
Annual event honors faculty, alumni
BY BARBARA REA

Signs Of the times Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton addresses students participating in the fall
Undergraduate Research Symposium Oct. 25 in the Danforth University Center. The setting — a
first for the four-year-old event — provided a unique atmosphere for students and visitors to view
the projects. More than 200 students took part in the symposium, the largest in the biannual
event's history, and showcased their research projects through poster, visual and oral
presentations.

Grant to test strategies to eliminate cancer disparities
BY DIANE DUKE WILLIAMS

Disadvantaged and minority
populations are more likely to
be diagnosed with and die from
cancer than other groups in the
United States. A five-year, $8.6
million grant will explore how
improved information and referral
systems can help eliminate these
disparities.
The grant, from the National
Cancer Institute, was awarded to
the Health Communications
Research Laboratory (HCRL) at
the George Warren Brown School
of Social Work and establishes the
HCRL as one of only five Centers
of Excellence in Cancer Communication Research nationwide.
The grant will enable the HCRL
to test communication strategies
to enhance prevention, early

detection and treatment of cancer
in low-income populations. The
research will take place in realworld settings with local partners,
including the United Way of
Greater St. Louis, Missouri
Department of Health and Senior
Services and Missouri Foundation
for Health. The grant also supports
research with the American
Cancer Society to evaluate effects
of a national cancer news service
for minority-serving media.
"We know a lot about how to
prevent cancer or detect it early,
and many of these services are
available for free to those with
low income or no insurance,"
said Matthew W. Kreuter, Ph.D.,
principal investigator of the
grant and director of the HCRL.
"But we need to do a much
better job connecting people to

these services."
Kreuter is a professor at the
Brown School and holds an appointment at the School of
Medicine. Additionally, he is a
scholar at WUSTL's Institute for
Public Health.
The grant will fund three studies. In the first study, 3,564 participants statewide will receive referrals to free cancer prevention and
screening services available close
to home. Some also will receive
help from a personal assistant or
individualized health information
to act on the referral.
The second study will evaluate
a news service that distributes
localized cancer information to
minority-serving newspapers. The
American Cancer Society will
select these newspapers through
See Grant, Page 2

Washington University's
Alumni Association will
commemorate the institution's founding at the annual
Founders Day ceremony Nov. 8 at
the America's Center in downtown
St. Louis.
A hallmark of the event is the
presentation of the Distinguished
Faculty Awards, the Distinguished
Alumni Awards and the Robert
S. Brookings Awards. The event
also features a
prominent
speaker, and
this years guest
is journalist
and author Jon
Meacham,
editor of
Newsweek
magazine.
Tickets are
available to the
Meacham
WUSTL community and alumni and can be
reserved by calling 935-5212.
In 1995, Meacham arrived at
Newsweek as national affairs editor. In this position, he covered
some of the most significant news
stories of the time, beginning with
the Monica Lewinsky scandal and
the impeachment process of
President Bill Clinton through the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks and the
Iraq war. Under his direction,
Newsweek was honored with two
National Magazine Award citations for general excellence.
Meacham is the author of two
books, the 2006 "American Gospel:
God, the Founding Fathers, and
the Making of a Nation" and
"Franklin and Winston: An
Intimate Portrait of an Epic
Friendship," published in 2003.
Both have enjoyed broad appeal as

well as critical praise. Because of
his broad-based knowledge of
current issues, he is a frequent
guest on national talk shows.

Distinguished
Faculty Awards
The Distinguished Faculty Awards
are being presented to four
WUSTL professors who have
demonstrated outstanding commitment to teaching and to intellectual and personal development.
They are Elizabeth C. Childs,
Ph.D., associate professor and
chair of art history and archaeology in Arts & Sciences; Dorsey
D. Ellis Jr., J.D., dean emeritus
and the William R. Orthwein
Distinguished Professor of Law
Emeritus in the School of Law;
Robert J. Rothbaum, M.D., professor of pediatrics in the School
of Medicine; and Gautam N.
Yadama, Ph.D., associate professor
of social work and director of
international programs at the
George Warren Brown School of
Social Work

Elizabeth C. Childs
After earning an undergraduate
degree in art history and anthropology from Wake Forest University and a doctorate in modern
art history from Columbia University, Childs began teaching at
the State University of New York
at Purchase.
She joined WUSTL in 1993 as
an assistant professor and was
promoted to associate professor
five years later. She is the first
female chair of the art history and
archaeology department.
Her research focuses on the
relationship of colonialism, travel,
See Founders Day, Page 6

Treatment filters out bad cholesterol
BY JIM DRYDEN

Diet and lifestyle changes, combined
with medication, can lower the risk
of heart attack and stroke in patients
with high levels of so-called bad cholesterol. But some patients genetically
predisposed to high levels of LDL (lowdensity lipoprotein) don't respond well
to drug therapy.
Now School of Medicine physicians
can help these patients with a technique
called LDL apheresis, a treatment with
an FDA-approved system known as
HELP (Heparin-induced Extracorporeal
Lipoprotein Precipitation), which filters
LDL cholesterol out of the blood.
"The blood is separated into red cells
and plasma, and the plasma is run
through a device containing material
that grabs on to bad cholesterol particles," said Anne Carol Goldberg, M.D.,

associate professor of medicine. "It picks
up the particles that contain a protein
found on LDL cholesterol and removes
them from the blood. Then the plasma is
put back together with the red blood
cells, minus the LDL, and returned to
the body."
The therapy reduces LDL cholesterol
levels by at least 50 percent, according to
Goldberg, a cholesterol specialist.
Sometimes as much as three quarters of
a patient's LDL will be removed during
treatment. Unfortunately, the bad cholesterol will begin to build up again in
the days and weeks following treatment,
so patients who qualify for the therapy
must receive treatment twice a month.
The HELP system is designed primarily for people with inherited genetic
defects that cause their LDL levels to be
extremely high. Most have been
See Treatment, Page 2

Anne Carol Goldberg, M.D., associate professor of medicine, talks with patient Ted Harrison
while he undergoes apheresis treatment for high cholesterol at Barnes-Jewish Hospital.
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Consider supporting Proposition M

The Ploughman Poet Workers admire their efforts to
restore the statue of Scottish poet Robert Burns, located on
the southeast side of campus adjacent to Bixby Hall. The
eight-foot-tall bronze statue by Robert Ingersoll Aitken is part
of the Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum collection and was
donated by the Burns Society in 1928. The statue cost
$10,000 to create and $29,000 to restore to its original luster.
A dedicated group of St. Louisans of Scottish descent raised
the funds to cover the restoration, the first of many steps to
making Burns a destination on campus. Facilities plans to
create a stone path to the statue later this fall and will begin
landscaping around the pedestal in the spring. The group's
goal is to complete the restoration and landscaping in time
for the 250th anniversary of Burns' birth, Jan. 25,2009.

Grant

- from Page 1

its divisions in 14 states that are
home to 55 percent of the U.S.
African-American population.
In a previous HCRL study
involving newspapers primarily
serving African-Americans in 24
U.S. cities, the news service, called
Ozioma, significantly increased
the amount and quality of cancer
coverage and increased readers
talking about cancer, seeking
information about cancer and
increasing cancer prevention
behaviors.
African-American women who
are diagnosed with breast cancer
tend to be diagnosed with more
advanced-stage disease, and
deaths from breast cancer are
higher among African-American
women compared with Caucasian
women, according to the National
Cancer Institute.
These disparities are due in
part to differences in adherence to
follow-up care, patterns of patient/
provider communication and

Treatment
Help with 'silent disease'
most don't notice
- from Page 1

diagnosed with Familial
Hypercholesterolemia (FH),
caused by a mutation in the LDL
receptor gene. The condition
affects about one in every
500 people. People with FH have
a high risk of suffering a heart
attack or a stroke, often at a
young age.
Some people with very severe
FH will inherit a defective gene
from both parents, but that
only occurs about once in every
1 million people. In patients with
one defective copy of the gene,
blood cholesterol levels usually
range between 350 and 500.
Those with two copies of the
defective gene can have cholesterol levels between 700 and
1,200.

Our community faces the
"threat
of greatly reduced
t
MetroLink and MetroBus
service that will impact students, faculty and staff in the
very near future. Metro,
St. Louis' regional transit
agency, is facing a $45 million
revenue shortfall this year and
will be forced to make drastic
cuts to bus and light rail service without additional funding support.
On Tuesday, Nov. 4, registered voters in St. Louis
County will have an opportunity to vote on Proposition M,
a one-half cent sales tax
increase.
If passed, the sales tax
increase will raise $80 million
annually to operate and expand our regions transit system. The passage of Proposition M will help ensure that
Metro will secure the needed
funding to build additional
light rail lines and to continue
to meet the growing demand
for bus service.
As you are aware, the
Washington University community is well served by both
MetroBus and MetroLink
service and is one of the largest
users of public transit in the
region. In 2006, the University
began issuing free transit passes to all students, faculty and

staff through the U-Pass program. The U-Pass program has
far exceeded expectations in the
number of transit trips taken by
University members.
During the last fiscal year,
approximately 2.3 million transit trips were taken by University students and employees.
The U-Pass pass program has
enabled our students to become
much more acquainted with the
cultural, sports and entertainment venues throughout the
St. Louis region. In addition,
many of our students now regularly use Metro for transportation to jobs, internships and
community service opportunities. These numbers clearly
indicate the commitment of the
Washington University community to public transit, and I am
proud of our enthusiastic
support.
Supporting our region's
transit system is an integral part
of Washington University's
commitment to a sustainable
environment. As more and
more of us make use of alternative modes of transportation,
including public transit, we
reduce our fossil fuel consumption and improve air quality in
the St. Louis area. Buses and
light rail provide a "green" alternative at a time when it is most
needed by the environment.

The St. Louis Regional Clean
Air Partnership deems the
Metro regional transit system
as one of the best options to
reduce emissions in our area.
The health and vitality of the
St. Louis region is important to
us all. Great cities havet great
transit systems. Those of us
who live and work here and
enjoy all that the greater
St. Louis region has to offer
must do everything possible to
support our system.
Please consider the future of
our regional transit system and
inform yourself about
Proposition M. If you would
like additional information,
visit moremetrolink.com.
I plan to vote "yes" on
Proposition M and hope that
you will consider supporting
this important proposal.
Sincerely,
AvJXcry^
Mark S. Wrighton
More information and videos
supporting Proposition M can be
found at Citizens for Modern
Transit Web site cmt-stl.org; or
at youtube.com/user/
mikemartinmedia and
metrostlouis.org.

Open enrollment for health, flex spending
and savings accounts all through November

availability of emotional support.
The third study, involving 220
African-American women being
treated for breast cancer at the
Siteman Cancer Center, seeks to
improve treatment adherence by
providing them with a touchscreen computer system, Living
Proof, which contains hundreds of
videotaped stories from local
African-American women who are
survivors of breast cancer.
The stories share survivors'
strategies for coping with a cancer
diagnosis and treatment, dealing
with personal and professional
relationships, having a positive
experience in the health-care
system and assuring follow-up
care.
>
Kreuter said these studies are
unique because of their scale and
their integration into existing state
and national systems that serve
disadvantaged populations.
"We want to assure that the
great progress science has made in
finding and fighting cancer benefits all people," Kreuter said.
"If these strategies are effective,
they can be applied all over the
United States," he said.

The annual health open enrollment period for the
health- or dental-only plans,
the health- and child-care flex
spending plans, the Health
Savings Account (HSA) and the
Retirement Medical Savings
Account (RMSA) will be from
Nov. 1-30.
Enrollments and changes to
these plans made during the
open enrollment period and
before the Nov. 30 deadline will
be effective Jan. 1, 2009, for
calendar year 2009.
The open enrollment period
is the only time during the year
in which employees may enroll
in the flexible spending plans,
the RMSA and the HSA.
Knowing how important it is for
employees to make the best
decisions for themselves and
their families, the Office of
Human Resources will hold
15 one-hour informational meetings for employees.
"These meetings provide
employees with the opportunity
to receive a further explanation
of all of the benefit information
included in the Health Open
Enrollment brochure and to ask
their general and specific

"High levels of cholesterol
cause deposits to form inside
blood vessels, and those deposits,
called plaques, can narrow arteries
and block blood flow," Goldberg
said. "It is a silent disease, and
most people don't notice any
symptoms until they suffer a heart
attack or a stroke."
To be eligible for the therapy, a
person must have an LDL cholesterol level of more than 300 after
at least six months of drug treatment to lower cholesterol and
lifestyle changes, including a diet
low in saturated fat with low-cholesterol foods. People who already
have been diagnosed with cardiovascular disease are eligible if their
LDL levels remain above 200 after
maximum tolerated therapy.
A few dozen centers in the
United States offer LDL apheresis,
but the Center for Advanced
Medicine at the School of
Medicine and Barnes-Jewish
Hospital is the only site in the
St. Louis area. Other centers close

to St. Louis offering the therapy
are in Kansas City, Mo.,
Cincinnati and Indianapolis.
Goldberg said unlike kidney
dialysis, which removes impurities from the blood of patients
who have kidney failure, LDL
apheresis is more like what happens when people donate platelets
at the blood bank.
"This does not remove as
much blood for as long a period
of time. It's a shorter procedure,"
Goldberg said. "On dialysis, it's
possible for a patient to develop
imbalances in things like potassium or sodium. That's not the
situation with this treatment
because basically the only thing
we're taking out of the blood is
LDL."
Each session involves the
treatment of up to three quarts of
blood plasma. Patients also must
continue their diet and drug
therapy.
For more information on the
procedure, call 362-3500.

Benefits meeting schedule
Danforth Campus
Nov. 12,3 p.m., South Brookings Hall,
Room 100

Nov. 26,10 a.m., Mallinckrodt,
Scarpellino Auditorium, 1st floor
North Campus
Nov. 5,10 a.m., Room 1312

Nov. 18,2 p.m., North Brookings Hall,
Room 300

West Campus

Nov. 25,10 a.m., Simon Hall, Room
107

Nov. 11,2:30 p.m., Library
Conference Center, Room A/B

Medical Campus

Nov. 20,10 a.m., Multipurpose
Room 2128 ■

Nov. 6,2:30 p.m., McDonnell Medical
Sciences Building, Moore
Auditorium
Nov. 10,2 p.m., Yalem Building,
Steinberg Amphitheater, 1st floor
Nov. 13,10 a.m., St. Louis Children's
Hospital Auditorium, 3rd floor
Nov. 18,10 a.m., St. Louis Children's
Hospital Auditorium, 3rd floor
Nov. 20,2 p.m., Yalem Building,
Brown Room, 1st floor

questions," said Tom Lauman,
director of benefits, who will be
the presenter at all sessions.
The meeting schedule was
included in the open enrollment
brochure that was sent to campus
boxes earlier this week and also

Barnes West County
Nov. 17,1 p.m., Heart Care Institute
(HCI) Kitchen
Nov. 17, 2 p.m., Heart Care Institute
(HCI) Kitchen
West County Orthopedics
Nov. 13,2 p.m., Steele Conference
Room, 2nd floor

can be found (as of Nov. 1) at
hr.wustl.edu or medschoolhr
.wustl.edu.
For more information about
open enrollment, contact the
Danforth or Medical School
Benefits Departments.
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School of Medicine Update
Institute of Medicine Form of Crohn's disease
recognition goes to
traced to disabled gut cells
Gordon, Holtzman
BY MICHAEL

Arts & Sciences. He has pubBY BETH MILLER
lished 400 research papers and
holds 23 U.S. patents.
Jeffrey I. Gordon, M.D., and
Holtzman is known as one of
David M. Holtzman, M.D.,
the leading experts in researching
have been elected to the Institute
the underlying mechanisms that
of Medicine of the National
lead to Alzheimer's disease in an
Academy of Sciences, one of the
effort to improve diagnosis and
highest honors medical scientists
treatment. In addition to seeing
in the United States can receive.
patients at the Alzheimer's DiGordon is the Dr. Robert J.
sease Research Center and the
Glaser Distinguished University
Memory Diagnostic Center,
Professor and director of the
Holtzman leads a research team
Center for Genome Sciences, and
working with animal models of
Holtzman is the Andrew B. and
Alzheimer's and works
Gretchen P. Jones
closely with the AlzProfessor and chair of
heimer's Disease Rethe Department of
search Center. His group
Neurology.
has been instrumental in
Gordon is internarevealing mechanisms
tionally known for his
underlying how dangerresearch on gut develous amounts of a protein
opment and how gut
called amyloid-beta
microbes affect normal
(Abeta) begin to accuintestinal function and
mulate in the brain many
predisposition to cerGordon
years before symptoms
tain diseases. By searise.
quencing the genes
These basic science
present in gut microbial
investigations have
communities of obese
evolved over the years
and lean mice and by
and are bridging the gap
observing the effects of
into the clinic.
transplanting these
Holtzman earned
communities into
bachelor's and medical
germ-free mice, he has
degrees from Northshown that microbial
western
University. He
communities from
Holtzman
completed an internship,
obese mice have an
residency and postdocincreased capacity to
toral fellowship at the University
harvest calories from the diet. His
of California, San Francisco,
work in humans focuses on lean,
where he established the Memory
obese and malnourished twins to
and Cognitive Disorders Clinic
obtain a deeper understanding of
and was assistant professor of
how we acquire our gut microbes,
neurology from 1991-94 before
the genomic and metabolic unjoining the faculty at WUSTL.
derpinnings of their beneficial
Past honors include the
relationships with us and how
MetLife Foundation award for
they help shape the nutritional
research on Alzheimer's disease, a
needs of humans worldwide.
MERIT award from the National
Gordon earned a bachelors
Institute on Aging and being
degree from Oberlin College
selected as one of the Scientific
and a medical degree from the
American 50.
University of Chicago and comHe has published hundreds of
pleted postdoctoral research at
papers, teaches medical students
the National Institutes of Health.
and supervises postdoctoral
He has been on the faculty since
trainees.
1981 and has mentored about 100
Gordon and Holtzman are
doctoral and M.D./Ph.D. students
among 65 members whose elecand postdoctoral fellows. His
tions to the Institute of Medicine
many honors include election to
were announced by the National
the National Academy of Sciences
Academy of Sciences Oct. 13.
and the American Academy of

BJC Institute of Health
reaches great heights
It has been one year since the
groundbreaking of the BJC
Institute of Health at Washington
University, and now the 11-story
steel framework is on schedule to
"top out" in December.
The School of Medicine and
Barnes-Jewish Hospital plan to
open the BJC Institute of Health
in December 2009. The
700,000-square-foot BJC Institute
of Health will be the hub for
BioMed 21, the University's initiative to speed scientific discovery
and rapidly apply breakthroughs
to patient care. Five Interdisciplinary Research Centers of
BioMed 21 comprising School
of Medicine researchers from a
wide variety of fields will be located in the building as well as
some support operations for
Barnes-Jewish Hospital.
The BJC Institute of Health is
striving for Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design
(LEED) certification, recognizing
green buildings for conserving
energy and protecting the environment. A plaza will front the

building, continuing efforts to
make Euclid Avenue a relaxing
and attractive area to walk and
gather.
Crews have started to enclose
the building, wrapping the first
floor in brick and beginning to
place the limestone panels. Work
will continue to shift toward
enclosing the building in stone
and glass, then to finishing the
inside.
"We are now only 14 months
away from opening the BJC
Institute of Health at Washington
University," said Richard Stanton,
associate vice chancellor and
associate dean for administration
and finance. "The building's
layout will facilitate collaboration
among researchers, offering
tremendous potential for new
ideas and inspiration."

The BJC Institute of Health at
Washington University at
Children's Place and Euclid
Avenue is scheduled to open
in December 2009.

C. PURDY

Scientists report in a recent issue of Nature
that they have linked the health of specialized
gut immune cells to a gene associated with
Crohn's disease, an often debilitating and increasingly prevalent inflammatory bowel disorder.
The link to immune cells intrigued School of
Medicine researchers because they believe Crohn's
disease is caused by misdirected immune responses in the intestine that damage gut tissue. In addition, cells in the mouse model scientists used for
the study had altered genetic activity that could
lead to increased production of certain hormones.
Those same hormones are elevated in some
Crohn's patients.
"We now have a significant new piece of the
puzzle that is Crohn's disease, but not the solution
just yet," said senior author Herbert W. "Skip"
Virgin, M.D., Ph.D., the Edward Mallinckrodt
Professor and head of the Department of
Pathology and Immunology. "As many as 30
different areas in human DNA have potential
links to Crohn's disease, and to develop new treatments, it's going to be essential to find out how
each of them, as well as environmental factors,
contribute to the disorder."
Crohn's disease is one of the most common
inherited bowel disorders, affecting an estimated
400,000-600,000 patients in North America. The
condition can lead to partial or full intestinal
blockages, which can require surgical treatment.
Research previously revealed that some
Crohn's disease patients have a mutation in a gene
known as Atgl6Ll. The change increases risk but

doesn't automatically lead to Crohn's disease. To
learn more, Ken Cadwell, Ph.D., a postdoctoral
student in Virgin's lab, created two lines of mice
with a genetic alteration that reduced their ability
to make copies of the Atgl6Ll protein.
The laboratory of co-senior author Thaddeus
Stappenbeck, M.D., Ph.D., assistant professor of
pathology and immunology and an expert in
mouse models of inflammatory bowel disease, led
the analysis of the genetic change's results.
Reduced Atgl6Ll had pronounced effects on
Paneth cells, immune cells in the lining of a portion of the small intestine. These cells make proteins and antimicrobial peptides that they package
as granules and secrete into the intestine to defend
the body against infection.
"When they have less Atgl6Ll, the Paneth cells
survive, but their ability to secrete granules is
significantly impaired," Cadwell said.
The researchers consulted with Ellen Li, M.D.,
Ph.D., professor of medicine and associate professor of biochemistry and molecular biophysics.
When surgery becomes necessary to repair a
patient's bowel, Li collects samples removed from
the intestine for research. Selecting tissue from
patients ,with mutated Atgl6Ll, scientists compared human Paneth cells to cells from their
mouse model and found what Virgin calls "striking similarities."
"We don't yet know why having abnormal
Paneth cells would predispose a person to Crohn's
disease or to what degree other genes linked to
Crohn's may affect the Paneth cell, but those are
just a few of the very interesting questions to
follow up on from these results," Virgin said.

Why enlarged hearts have abnormal rhythms
BY GWEN ERICSON

Cardiac disorders such as valve
problems or high blood pressure make the heart work harder
to pump blood. This increased
work can lead to enlargement
(thickening) of the heart, or cardiac hypertrophy — a potentially
life-threatening problem.
But when heart problems cause
the heart to enlarge, it doesn't
grow more muscle cells. Instead,
each individual cell grows bigger.
School of Medicine researchers
have shown that this cellular
enlargement causes marked decreases in the density of potassium
selective ion channels, important
cell surface structures needed to
generate cardiac rhythms. These
changes lead to abnormal heart
rhythms.

"We found that when the cells
in the hypertrophic heart grow
larger, they don't proportionately
increase the number of potassium
ion channels on their surface, so
the density of these channels
decreases," said senior author
Jeanne M. Nerbonne, Ph.D., the
Alumni Endowed Professor of
Molecular Biology. "You can
visualize this by thinking of a
balloon covered with a fixed number of spots. When the balloon
expands, the spots get further
apart."
The heart is an electromechanical pump, and normal contraction of the heart depends on
normal electrical activity, reflecting the coordinated activation
(opening) and inactivation (closing) of ion channels in the surface
membrane of heart muscle cells.

Ion channels are proteins that
control the passage of electrically
charged ions and are important for
nerve communication, muscle
contraction, hormone secretion,
cell division and immune function.
Channels selective for sodium,
potassium or calcium ions allow
the flow of these ions into or out of
cells. The currents that flow
through the heart with each beat
depend on the orchestrated opening and closing of these ion channels, and subtle alterations in channel density can affect the heart's
performance.
Studying potassium ion channels in mice with surgically induced
cardiac hypertrophy, Nerbonne and
colleagues demonstrated that the
enlargement of heart cells and the
resulting reductions in potassium
ion channel densities is responsible
for changing the electrical properties of the heart. Their findings
were reported in a recent issue of
Circulation Research.
Nerbonne said that it has been
assumed that the production of
potassium ion and other channels
was decreased in hypertrophic
heart muscle cells. This recent work
has shown that the number of
potassium ion channels produced is
in fact the same, but they are less
densely packed on the cell surface.
Apparentiy, although heart cells
turn up the production of many
proteins and other materials that
they need to grow bigger, they don't
also turn up production of these
particular ion channels.
"These results may be key to
understanding the difference between pathological and physiological hypertrophy," Nerbonne said.
"It is well recognized that trained
athletes have enlarged hearts, but
this physiological hypertrophy,
unlike pathological hypertrophy, is
not associated with arrhythmias or
poor prognosis, suggesting that in
the athletic heart, more ion channels are produced to compensate
for the increase in cell size. If correct, then therapeutic strategies to
reduce the morbidity and mortality
associated with pathological cardiac hypertrophy could be aimed at
increasing the ability of heart cells
to produce more potassium ion
channels."
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University Events
OVATIONS! concert celebrates acclaimed choreographer Jose Limon
BY LIAM OTTEN

Jose Limon was a pivotal
figure in the evolution of
modern dance, praised by the
New York Times as "the greatest
male dancer of his own or any
other time."
In November, Chicago's acclaimed Luna Negra Dance
Theater, dedicated to the work of
Latino choreographers, will celebrate the 100th anniversary of
Limon's birth with a concert
recreating his iconic "There is a
Time.
The performance, part of the
Edison Theatre OVATIONS!
Series, begins at 8 p.m. Nov. 7
and 8.
Founded in 1999 by the
Cuban-born choreographer
Eduardo Vilaro, Luna Negra
Dance Theater blends ballet and
modern dance with contemporary Latino and Afro-Caribbean
forms. The company's repertory
includes original works by Vilaro
as well as by acclaimed choreographers Ron Dejesus, Vicente
Nebrada, Gustavo Ramirez
Sansano, Pedro Ruiz and others.
The company has performed at
major festivals and toured
throughout the United States,
Panama and Mexico.
Limon was born in Mexico in
1908 but, as a boy, resettled in the
United States after his family fled
the Mexican Revolution. He
briefly studied art at the
University of California, Los
Angeles, but, in 1928, moved to
New York City and, after seeing

Luna Negra Dance Theater blends ballet and modern dance with contemporary Latino and AfroCaribbean forms.

his first dance program, began
studying (and soon performing)
with choreographers Doris
Humphrey and Charles Weidman.
In 1938, Limon choreographed
his first major work, "Danzas
Mexicanas," and, in 1946, after a
stint in the U.S. Army, established
the Limon Dance Company,

which remains dedicated to his
repertory. Limon died in 1972.
Frequently based on Mexican,
literary and biblical themes,
Limon's choreography embraces
natural movement patterns while
also pairing seemingly opposed
physical properties: rising and
falling, lightness and weight,

isolation and communion.
"There is a Time," which debuted in 1956, was inspired by
the Book of Ecclesiastes in the
Bible, which famously reads, "To
everything there is a season, and
a time to every purpose under
heaven ..."
Set to music by Norman Dello

Joio, the piece opens with 12
dancers (symbolizing the book's
12 chapters) gathered together
in a loose circle. As the dance
progresses, the circle is continually broken and reformed, the
community maintained even as
its members pass from birth
through life and finally death.
Also on the program is
"Batucada Fantastica" (1977), a
rollicking homage to the
Brazilian Carnival by the late
Venezuelan choreographer
Vicente Nebrada (1930-2002).
Set to steel drums, whistles and
other traditional Brazilian instruments, the piece consists of
eight dramatic solos that culminate in a riotous ensemble.
The evening concludes with
"Deshar Alhat (Leave Sunday)"
(2008), a new work by Vilaro,
which explores the mixture of
Spanish, Moorish and Jewish
influences that form Ladino
(sometimes called "JudeoSpanish") culture.
Inspired by the lush music
and rich history of Sephardic
Jewish communities that settled
in Latin America in the early
20th century, the piece creates a
haunting tableau of loss and
disappearance.
Tickets — $20 for students
and children; $28 for faculty,
staff and seniors; and $32 to the
public — are available at the
Edison Theatre Box Office and
through all MetroTix outlets.
For more information, call
935-6543 or email edison@
wustl.edu.

Climate Change • Electronic Voting • Music Faculty Showcase
"University Events" lists a portion of the
activities taking place Oct. 30-Nov. 12 at
Washington University. Visit the Web for
expanded calendars for the Danforth
Campus (news-info.wustl.edu/calendars)
and the School of Medicine (medschool.
wustl. edu/calendars. html).

Exhibits

Anheuser-Busch and Seigle halls.
935-7988.
Noon. Genetics Seminar. "Genomes, Trees
and Traits: Elucidating the Origin and
Evolution of Fungi and Animals Through
Comparative Genomics." Antonis Rokas,
prof, of biological sciences, Vanderbilt U.
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.,
Rm. 823. 362-2139.
4 p.m. Assembly Series. Liz Lerman.
Women's Bldg., Formal Lounge. 935-5285.

"Bold Strokes and Finesse: The Stage
Designs of John Ezell." Through Nov. 22.
Des Lee Gallery, 1627 Washington Ave.
621-8537.

4 p.m. Ophthalmology and Visual Science
Seminar Series. "Estimating the Rate of
Change in Mean Deviation Among People
With Primary Open Angle Glaucoma
— Preliminary Results From a Decision
Analytic Synthesis of the CIGTS, 0HTS, and
AGIS Studies." Steven M. Kymes, prof, of
ophthalmology and visual sciences.
Maternity Bldg., Rm. 725.362-3315.

Film

7 p.m. The Robert M. Walker Distinguished
Lecture. "Mars: Environments, Habitability,
and Life." Raymond E. Arvidson, James
McDonnell Distinguished U. Prof. Brown
Hall, Rm. 100. 935-5332.

"Birth of the Cool: California Art, Design
and Culture at Midcentury." Through
Jan. 5. Kemper Art Museum, 935-4523.

Tuesday, Nov. 4
7 p.m. Jewish, Islamic and Near Eastern
Film Series. Middle East-North Africa
Film Series. "The Sparrow." Youssef
Shahine, dir. Brown Hall, Rm. 118.
935-8567.

Wednesday, Nov. 5
6:30 p.m. Korean Film Series. "Hwang Jin
Yi." Chang Yoon-hyun, dir. Seigle Hall,
Rm. L006. 935-5110.

Tuesday, Nov. T1
7 p.m. Jewish, Islamic and Near Eastern
Film Series. Middle East-North Africa
Film Series. "Silences of the Palace."
Moufida Tlatli, dir. Brown Hall, Rm. 118.
935-8567.

Wednesday, Nov. 12
7 p.m. Japanese Film Series. "Always."
Takashi Yamazaki, dir. Seigle Hall,
Rm. L006. 935-5110.

Lectures
Thursday, Oct. 30
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Whitney R. Harris World
Law Institute Conference. "International
Climate Change: Post-Kyoto Challenges."

8 p.m. The Writing Program Fall Reading
Series. Henri Cole, author. Duncker Hall,
Rm. 201, Hurst Lounge. 935-7130.

Friday, Oct. 31
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds. "The
Secret Life of Erythrocites." Allan Doctor,
assoc. prof, of pediatrics. Clopton Aud.
454-6006.
11 a.m. Computer Science and Engineering
Colloquium. "Does IP Really Foster
innovation?" (Based on joint work with
David K. Levine.) Michele Boldrin, prof, in
arts & sciences. Cupples II Hall, Rm. 217.
935-6160.
Noon. Cell Biology and Physiology Seminar.
"Visualizing Misfolded Protein Stress in the
Endoplasmic Reticulum of Living Cells."
Erik L. Snapp, prof, of anatomy and
structural biology, Albert Einstein College
of Medicine. McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg., Rm. 426. 362-6950.
4 p.m. Dept. of Music Lecture Series. "A
New Approach to Chromatic Semitones in
Late Sixteenth-Century Vocal Polyphony."
John Turci-Escobar, asst. prof, of music.
Music Classroom Bldg., Rm. 102.
935-5566.

professionals. Ritz-Carlton, St. Louis.
To register: 362-6891.

Monday, Nov. 3
Noon. Work, Families and Public Policy
Brown Bag Seminar Series. "The Impact
of Earnings Disregards on the Behavior of
Low-Income Families." Rebecca Blank,
senior fellow, Brookings Institution. Seigle
Hall, Rm. 348. 935-4918.
4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar
Series. Casey Weaver, U. of Ala.Birmingham Med. School. Farrell Learning
and Teaching Center, Connor Aud.
362-2763.
6:30 p.m. Sam Fox School Public Lecture
Series. Ruth and Norman Moore Visiting
Professor of Architecture Lecture. Dennis
Crompton, the Ruth and Norman Moore
Visiting Professor of Architecture.
Steinberg Aud. 935-9300.

Tuesday, Nov. 4
Noon. Molecular Microbiology and
Microbial Pathogenesis Seminar Series.
"How Salmonella Assembles its Flagellum."
Kelly Hughes, prof, of biology, U. of Utah.
Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave. 362-3692.
5:30 p.m. Biophysical Evenings Seminar.
"Computational Biology and Noninvasive
Imaging of Cardiac Arrhythmia." Yoram
Rudy, prof, of biomedical engineering. Cori
Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave. 362-4152.

Thursday, Nov. 6
Noon. Genetics Seminar. "Incipient
Speciation in Experimental Yeast
Populations; Underlying Molecular-Genetic
Mechanisms of Reproductive Isolation."
James B. Anderson, U. of Toronto.
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.,
Rm. 823. 362-2139.
3:30 p.m. Developmental Biology Lecture.
Annual Oliver H. Lowry Lecture. "The
Neurobiology of Emotional Behavior in
Mice and Flies." David J. Anderson, prof, of
biology, Calif. Inst. of Technology. Farrell
Learning & Teaching Center, Connor Aud.
362-0198.

Saturday, Nov. 1

4 p.m. Women, Gender and Sexuality
Studies Lecture. Global and Transnational
Feminisms Lecture. "Recrafting Sexuality:
Women's and Men's Experiences of
Cosmetic Surgery in Venezuela." Lauren
Gulbas. McMillan Cafe. 935-5102.

7:15 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Advanced Revascularization Chapter 3. "Percutaneous Cardiac
& Peripheral Vascular Therapeutics 2008
Case-Based Review." Cost: $225, $175 for
physicians in training and allied health

5:30 p.m. Cardiac Bioelectricity and
Arrhythmia Center Seminar. "Pacemaker
Mechanism: Control of Heart Rate in Health
and Disease." Dario DiFrancesco, prof, of
physiology, The U. of Milano. (5 p.m.

Dance all night Seniors Emily Rubenstein (left) and Jamie
Hanley, members of the Delta Gamma sorority, lead the
"morale dance" during Dance Marathon Oct. 25 in the Athletic
Complex. More than 700 dancers participated in the 12-hour
annual event, helping to raise more than $131,100 for the
Children's Miracle Network of Greater St. Louis. Donations are
still being accepted through the end of the calendar year.
Visit dmstl.org for more information or to donate.
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V. Health Risks

Introduction
To ensure broad communication, certain key University policies are published on an
annual basis in a special pullout policy section of the Record. These policies are also
available in a number of other places, including the human resources Web site at
http://hr.wustl.edu.
All members of the University community are essential to the continued endeavor for
excellence in our teaching, research, service and patient-care missions. Establishing and
sustaining an open, positive working and learning environment for faculty, staff and students is a shared responsibility. The policies contained in this section are intended to promote and support sjuch an environment. Please become familiar with the content of these
policies and the resources available to you.
Washington University is committed to the maximum use of all human resources and
the goal of equal opportunity. Every effort shall be made to ensure that all employment
decisions, University programs and personnel actions are administered in conformance
with the principles of equal employment opportunity.
I want to take this opportunity to reaffirm the University's commitment to the objectives of equal opportunity in all aspects of our daily operations, including recruitment,
hiring, training and promotion in all job titles without regard to race, color, religion,
national origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, age, disability or
veteran status.
If you have questions regarding any of these policies, please feel free to contact me or
any of the individuals identified in the specific policies.

Drugs: A detailed description of the health risks
associated with abuse of controlled substances is provided in the chart, Drug Uses and Effects, published by
the.U.S. Department of Justice's Drug Enforcement
Administration (hr.wustl.edu, Workplace Support, Key
Policies); Appendix A.
Alcohol: Abuse of alcohol can produce severe health
risks, including death. Alcohol consumption causes a
number of marked changes in behavior. Even low
doses significantly impair the judgment and coordination required to drive a car safely, increasing the likelihood that the driver will be involved in an accident.
Low-to-moderate doses of alcohol also increase the
incidence of a variety of aggressive acts, including
spouse and child abuse. Moderate-to-high doses of
alcohol cause marked impairments in higher mental
functions, severely altering a person's ability to learn
and remember information. Very high doses cause respiratory depression and death. If combined with other
depressants of the central nervous system, much lower
doses of alcohol will produce the effects just described.
Repeated use of alcohol can lead to dependence.
Sudden cessation of alcohol intake is likely to produce
withdrawal symptoms, including severe anxiety,
tremors, hallucinations, and convulsions. Alcohol
withdrawal can be life threatening. Long-term consumption of large quantities of alcohol, particularly
when combined with poor nutrition, can also lead to
permanent damage to vital organs such as the brain
and the liver.
Women who drink alcohol during pregnancy may
give birth to infants with fetal alcohol syndrome. These
infants have irreversible physical abnormalities and
mental retardation. In addition, research indicated that
children of alcoholic parents are at greater risk than
other youngsters of becoming alcoholics.

VI. Legal Sanctions
Ann B. Prenatt
Vice Chancellor for Human Resources

Drug and Alcohol Policy
Washington University is committed to maintaining a safe and healthful environment for members of
the University community by promoting a drug-free
environment as well as one free of the abuse of alcohol. Violations of this policy will be handled according to existing policies and procedures concerning
the conduct of faculty, staff and students.
This policy is adopted in accordance with the
Drug-Free Workplace Act and the Drug-Free Schools
and Communities Act.

I. Standards of Conduct
Washington University strictly prohibits the
unlawful manufacture, sale, distribution, dispensation, possession or use of controlled substances or
alcohol on University property or as a part of any
University activity. All faculty, staff and students
must comply with this policy as a condition of their
employment or enrollment. Faculty and staff members are prohibited from reporting to work under the
influence of alcohol, chemicals, or drugs, including
legally obtained prescription drugs, which impair
one's ability to perform normal work activities. All
faculty and staff members must notify their immediate supervisor(s) within five (5) days of any criminal
drug statute conviction for a violation occurring in
the workplace or in the conduct of University business.

II. Violations
Violations of the standards of conduct will be
dealt with on a case-by-case basis following the policies and procedures applicable to, as appropriate, faculty, staff or students. Sanctions may include, among
other things, reprimand, warning, suspension, probation, expulsion or termination. Referral to an
appropriate assistance or rehabilitation program also
may be appropriate. Referral for prosecution will
occur for serious violations.
The Drug-Free Workplace Act requires the
University: (1) within 10 days after receiving notice
that an employee has been convicted of any criminal

drug statue violation occurring in the workplace or in the
conduct of University business, to notify appropriate government agencies of such conviction; and (2) within 30 days
after receiving such notice, to take appropriate personnel
action against such employee up to and including termination and/or to require the employee to satisfactorily participate in a drug abuse assistance or rehabilitation program.

III. Authorized Use of Prescribed Medicine
Faculty and staff members undergoing prescribed medical
treatment with any drug that interferes with their work
activity must report this treatment to their supervisor.
Prescribed medication should be kept in its original container, which identifies the drug, date, and prescribing doctor.

IV. Drug and Alcohol Counseling, Treatment
or Rehabilitation or Re-Entry Programs
Early recognition and treatment of drug or alcohol abuse
are important for successful rehabilitation, and for reduced
personal, family and social disruption. Washington
University encourages the earliest possible diagnosis and
treatment for drug and alcohol abuse, however, the decision
to seek diagnosis and accept treatment for drug or alcohol
abuse is the responsibility of the individual.
The University encourages faculty, staff and students to
seek assistance in dealing with a substance abuse problem, or
those problems of a family member, by contacting available
resources. University resources include Student Health
Services (Danforth Campus, 314-935-6666); Student and
Employee Health (School of Medicine, 314-362-3523), the
Psychological Service Center (314-935-6555), the
Department of Psychiatry (314-362-7002), and the Employee
Assistance Program (1-800-765-9124).
Numerous non-University counseling programs exist in
the St. Louis metropolitan area. Many programs advertise
extensively in local media. Consultation with one's personal
physician is advised prior to self-referral to such nonUniversity programs. For further information regarding
referral to such programs, contact the Student Health
Services, School of Medicine Student and Employee Health,
or your private physician.

Drugs: The manufacture, possession, sale, distribution, and use of controlled substances are prohibited
by federal, state and local law; punishments range from
fines to life imprisonment.
Section 195.214 of the Missouri statutes makes it a
class A felony to distribute or deliver controlled substances on or near University property. Persons convicted of this offense can be sentenced to imprisonment for not less than 10 years.
The Federal Controlled Substances Act prohibits the
knowing, intentional, and unauthorized manufacture,
distribution, or dispensing of any controlled substance
or the possession of any controlled substance with
intent to manufacture, distribute, or dispense. A
detailed description of the penalties associated with
illegal drug trafficking is provided in the chart,
Federal Trafficking Penalties, published by the U.S.
Department of Justice's Drug Enforcement Administration (hr.wustl.edu, Workplace Support, Key
Policies); Appendix B.
Alcohol: Missouri's Liquor Control Law makes it
illegal, among other things, for a person under the age
of 21 years to purchase, attempt to purchase, or possess
any intoxicating liquor (R.S.Mo. Section 311.325).
Violation of this provision can result in a fine between
$50 and $1000 and/or imprisonment for a maximum
term of one year. County and municipality ordinances
contain similar prohibitions and sanctions.

VII. Loss of Workers' Compensation
Benefits
The Missouri Workers' Compensation Act requires
the forfeiture of benefits or compensation otherwise
payable to an employee when the use of alcohol or
non-prescribed controlled drugs is the proximate cause
of the employee's injury. At a minimum, the Act provides for a reduction in benefits or compensation
when the employee is injured while using alcohol or
non-prescribed controlled drugs.

VIII. Inspections
When the University has reasonable grounds to suspect that an employee unlawfully manufactured, distributed, possessed or used controlled substances, alcohol or drug paraphernalia on University property or at
any of its activities, the University reserves the right to
inspect the employee's locker, desk, or other University
property under the control of the employee.
The School of Medicine maintains additional
requirements. For information see the School of
Medicine Human Resources web site, Drug & Alcohol
Policy, (http://aladdin.wustl.edu/drugandalcohol)
or contact the Director of Human Resources, at
362-4900.

Washington University Policies
Policy on Sexual Harassment

III. Confidentiality

I. Introduction and Policy
Statement
Washington University is committed
to having a positive learning and working environment for its students, faculty
and staff and will not tolerate sexual
harassment.
Sexual harassment is an attack on the
dignity of individuals and the integrity
of the University as an institution of
learning. Academic freedom can exist
only when every person is free to pursue
ideas in a non-threatening, non-coercive
atmosphere of mutual respect. Sexual
harassment is reprehensible and threatening to the careers, educational experience and well being of all members of
our community.
Sexual harassment is a form of discrimination that violates University policy. It is also illegal under state and federal law.
This policy applies to all members of
the Washington University community.
It allocates responsibilities for helping to
ensure that University policy is fairly
applied, explains the process by which
complaints of sexual harassment may be
brought forward and provides sanctions
for sexual harassment, which may range
from reprimands to termination or dismissal, depending upon the severity of
the offense. If you believe you have been
sexually harassed, Sections IV and V
describe options about what you can do and where
you can get help. If you believe you have been falsely
accused of sexual harassment, the procedures
described below are also available to you. Those
charged with implementation of this Policy will,
whenever appropriate, encourage and assist those who
believe they may have been sexually harassed to pursue
the assorted informal means outlined in Section IV
below for securing the cessation of unwelcome and
offensive conduct.

II. What Is Sexual Harassment?
For the purposes of this statement, Washington
University has adapted the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) definition of sexual
harassment for an academic community: Sexual
harassment is defined as any unwelcome sexual
advance, request for sexual favor or other unwelcome
verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature, whether
committed on or off campus, when:
1. submission to such conduct is made, either
explicidy or implicitly, a term or condition of an
individual's employment or academic advancement;
2. submission to or rejection of such conduct by an
individual is used as the basis or threatened to be
used as the basis for employment or academic
decisions or assessments affecting an individual;
or
3. such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual's work or
educational performance or creating an intimidating or hostile environment for work or learning. Such conduct will typically be directed
against a particular individual or individuals and
will either be abusive or severely humiliating or
will persist despite the objection of the person
targeted by the speech or conduct.
Sexual harassment includes but is not limited to situations where one person has authority over another.
In such situations, sexual harassment is particularly
serious because it may unfairly exploit the power
inherent in a faculty member's or supervisor's position.
Sexual harassment can be verbal, visual, physical or
communicated in writing or electronically. Some conduct obviously constitutes sexual harassment — such
as a threat that a grade or promotion will depend on
submission to a sexual advance. But whether particular conduct constitutes sexual harassment will often
depend upon the specific context of the situation,
including the participants' reasonable understanding
of the situation, their past dealings with each other, the
nature of their professional relationship (e.g., supervisor-subordinate, colleague, etc.) and the specific setting. The inquiry can be particularly complex in an
academic community, where the free and open
exchange of ideas and viewpoints preserved by the
concept of academic freedom may sometimes prove
distasteful, disturbing or offensive to some.
Examples of conduct which may constitute sexual
harassment include but are not limited to:
• requests for sexual favors
• hugging, rubbing, touching, patting, pinching or
brushing another's body

and whether a reasonable person similarly situated
would find the conduct offensive that determine whether
the behavior constitutes sexual harassment.

• inappropriate whisding or staring
• veiled suggestions of sexual activities
• requests for private meetings outside of class or
business hours for other than legitimate mentoring purposes
• use in the classroom of sexual jokes, stories or
images in no way germane to the subject of the
class
• remarks about a person's body or sexual relationships, activities or experience
• Use of inappropriate body images to advertise
events
Members of the University community can expect
to be free from sexual harassment and thus all members of the University community should guard against
it. The fact that someone did not intend to sexually
harass an individual is generally not considered a sufficient defense to a complaint of sexual harassment,
although the reasonableness or the accuser's perceptions may be considered. In most cases, it is the effect
and characteristics of the behavior on the complainant

The University will strive to protect, to the greatest
extent possible, the confidentiality of persons reporting
harassment and of those accused of harassment. Because
the University has an obligation to address sexual harassment, however, the University cannot guarantee complete confidentiality where it would conflict with the
University's obligation to investigate meaningfully or,
where warranted, take corrective action. Even when
some disclosure of the University's information or
sources is necessary, it will be limited to the extent possible. The University will, to the extent permitted by law,
keep confidential all records of complaints, responses
and investigations. The records maintained by the
Sexual Harassment Response Coordinator shall be available only to the Coordinator and, to the extent necessary,
to administrators and other supervisors charged with
responding to allegations of harassment. Allegations of
sexual harassment shall not be placed in student records
or personnel files unless, after appropriate investigation,
such allegations have been sustained. Records of allegations maintained by the Coordinator which do not lead
to formal hearings or personnel actions will be discarded
after five years unless there are additional, more recent
complaints against the same person. Any records maintained by the Coordinator concerning an allegation
about which an accused person was not given reasonably
timely notice and an opportunity to respond shall not be
used to justify or enhance a sanction, other than an oral
or written warning, imposed for a different instance of
harassment.
If you want to discuss possible harassment in a more
confidential setting or clarify your feelings about whether
and how you wish to proceed, you may want to consult a
social worker, therapist or member of the clergy, who is
permitted, by law, to assure greater confidentiality.
Clergy and counseling resources on campus are listed in
Bearings, Ternion and Safety and Security on the Danforth
Campus. In addition, any member of the University
community may contact the Student Counseling Services
at 935-5980 for a confidential discussion and, if desired,
referral to off-campus resources.

IV. Seeking Advice; Making a Complaint
If you believe that you have been sexually harassed,
you have a number of response options, both formal and
informal. Some people may wish to pursue informal
means instead of or before making a formal complaint;
others will not. If an informal procedure is ineffective,
the formal procedures will remain open to you. You
should select the route you feel most appropriate for
your circumstances. However you wish to proceed, you
may consult at any time with the Danforth or Medical
Center Sexual Harassment Response Coordinator (listed

Washington University Policies
of the Coordinator, can be
filed with the following
Committees, with a copy to the
Coordinator for your campus:
Complaints against faculty
or stare
• Faculty and Administrative
Affirmative Action Committee
(complaints by faculty
and administrators)
• Title IX Grievance
Committee
(complaints by students)
• Human Resources Advisory
Committee
(complaints by staff)

in the Appendix), whose responsibilities include assisting students, faculty and staff with sexual harassment
issues, be they general or specific, formal or informal.
You may wish to work with the Coordinator to select an
approach.
A. Informal Procedures
1. If you feel comfortable dealing with the situation
without assistance, you can:
a. Clearly say "no" to the person whose behavior is
unwelcome.
b. Communicate either orally or in writing with
the person whose behavior is unwelcome. The
most useful communication will have three
parts:
1. A factual description of the incident(s)
including date, time, place and specific
action.
2. A description of the writer's feelings, including any consequences of the incident.
3. A request that the conduct cease.
Frequently, such a communication will cause the
unwelcome behavior to stop, particularly where the
person may not be aware that the conduct is
unwelcome or offensive.
2. If you would like to proceed informally, but with
the assistance of someone else, you may:
a. Ask the person's supervisor, e.g., department
chair, dean, director, housing office representative, academic advisor or resident advisor, to
speak to the person whose behavior was unwelcome. The purpose of such conversations is the
cessation of unwelcome behavior.
b. Consult with the Coordinator or one of the
Sexual Harassment Response Advisors listed in
the Appendix and specifically charged with ■
responding to sexual harassment inquiries and
complaints.
These individuals are thoroughly familiar with
University policy on sexual harassment and are
available to consult with victims of sexual
harassment, those charged with sexual harassment, witnesses and supervisors of parties to a
complaint. They can provide information
about informal actions that might remedy the
situation and discuss University policy on sexual harassment and procedures for resolving
complaints.
c. Ask the Coordinator to mediate or arrange for
mediation. Mediation is discussion and negotiation, with the help of a third party, designed to
permit the parties to reach a mutually agreeable
resolution of a dispute. If a person complaining
of sexual harassment seeks mediation, the person accused of harassment agrees and the
Coordinator concludes that the mediation
would be consistent with the University's legal
obligations in responding to and preventing
sexual harassment, the Coordinator may mediate or arrange for mediation.
B. Formal Procedures
Whether or not you have attempted to resolve a sexual harassment claim through informal means, you may
initiate a formal sexual harassment grievance proceeding by filing a written complaint. This process may lead
to a formal hearing at which evidence will be considered
and witnesses heard. If this is the course you wish to
take, the Coordinator can assist you in filing a complaint.
Complaints, prepared with or without the assistance

All of these committees
may be contacted:
c/o Office of Human
Resources
North Brookings Hall,
Room 126
Campus Box 1184
935-5990
Hearing procedures are set
forth in the Washington University Discrimination and
Sexual Harassment Hearing
Procedures. These procedures
may be obtained from the
Office of Human Resources or
from any Sexual Harassment
Response Coordinator or
Advisor.
Complaints against students or student groups:
Office of the Judicial Administrator
Residential Life Center
Lien House, South 40
Campus Box 1250
935-4174 .
935-7776 (fax)
Hearing procedures are set forth in the University
Judicial Code, found in Bearings and Washington
University Faculty Information. These procedures may
also be obtained from the University Judicial
Administrator or from the Sexual Harassment
Response Coordinators or Advisors.
Whether or not you choose to file a complaint, the
University may be required, or may otherwise deem it
necessary and protective of the academic community,
to commence its own investigation.

V. Protection of Rights
The University will not tolerate retaliation or discrimination against persons who report or charge sexual harassment or against those who testify, assist or participate in any investigation, proceeding or hearing
involving a complaint of sexual harassment. In this
context, retaliation means speech or conduct that
adversely affects another's terms or conditions of
employment or education and is motivated by an
intent to harm the targeted person because of his or her
participation in the filing or investigation of an allegation of sexual harassment. Any such retaliation — or
any encouragement of another to retaliate — is a serious violation of University policy and law; independent
of whether the particular claim of sexual harassment is
substantiated. If you believe you have been subjected
to retaliation in violation of this rule, you may use the
procedures described above to complain and seek
redress.
The University seeks to protect the rights of all persons, accusers and accused, to fair procedures.
Accusations of sexual harassment typically have injurious far-reaching effects on the careers and lives of
accused individuals. Allegations of sexual harassment
must be made in good faith and not out of malice.
Knowingly making a false or frivolous allegation of sexual harassment, whether in a formal or informal context, will be treated as a serious offense under this policy and, where it applies, the University Judicial Code. If
you believe you have been falsely accused of sexual
harassment you may use the procedures of this policy
or the University Judicial Code, where applicable, to
seek redress.
See Section IV.

VI. Obligations of Vigilance and
Reporting
The University can respond to specific instances and
allegations of harassment only if it is aware of them.
The University therefore encourages anyone who
believes that he or she has experienced sexual harassment to promptly come forward with inquiries, reports
or complaints and to seek assistance from the
University. In addition, any University employee who
becomes aware of instances or allegations of sexual
harassment by or against a person under his or her
supervisory authority must report it to those charged
with responding to such allegations and reports: the
appropriate dean, director or department head or other

similar administrator or to the Sexual Harassment
Response Coordinator or one of the Advisors. It shall be
the responsibility of these individuals to respond to allegations and reports of sexual harassment or refer them to
other University officials for such response.
Any dean, director or department head or other similar administrator who becomes aware of information
indicating a significant likelihood of sexual harassment
must report such information to the Sexual Harassment
Response Coordinator for the appropriate campus.
These administrators must respond not only when they
receive a specific complaint or report alleging improper
activity, but also when such matters come to their attention informally. Unconfirmed or disputed allegations
should be clearly labeled as such and reports should indicate any steps already taken to investigate or otherwise
respond. Administrators may wish to consult with the
Coordinator or any of the Advisors prior to investigating
or otherwise responding to any situation involving
alleged harassment.

VII. Possible Sanctions
Possible sanctions for a person found guilty of behavior in violation of this policy include but are not limited
to the following:
• oral or written reprimand, placed in the personnel
file
• required attendance at a sexual harassment sensitivity program
• an apology to the victim
■ oral or written warning
• loss of salary or benefit, such as sabbatical or
research or travel funding
• transfer or change of job, class or residential assignment or location (i.e., removing the person from
being in a position to retaliate or further harass the
victim.)
• fine
• demotion
• suspension, probation, termination, dismissal or
expulsion
While counseling is not considered a sanction, it may
be offered or required in combination with sanctions.
Where alcohol is involved in the sexual harassment, such
counseling may include an alcohol abuse program.
If students or student groups are guilty of sexual
harassment, any of the sanctions set forth in the
University Judicial Code may also be invoked.

VIII. Education
The best way to deal with sexual harassment is to prevent it. Education is essential to eliminating sexual
harassment. To this end, Washington University has
developed an ongoing training program. Please call a
Sexual Harassment Response Coordinator or Advisor to
find out more about these programs, what sexual harassment is, how to respond to it and what to do when
someone asks for advice about sexual harassment.
Approved by the Washington University Senate
Council, October 19,1995.
Approved by the Washington University Senate,
April 22,1996.
Revision approved by the Washington University
Senate, April 28, 1997.
(This policy supersedes prior University Policies on
Sexual Harassment).
Sexual Harassment Coordinators and Advisors
(as of June 2008)
Danforth Campus
Coordinator:

Ann B. Prenatt - 935-7746

Advisors: Lorraine Goffe-Rush - 935-8046
(complaints by faculty, staff and others)
Kathy Steiner-Lang - 935-5910
(complaints by students and others)
John Drobak - 935-6487
(complaints by faculty and others)
Medical Campus
Coordinator:

Legail Chandler - 362-4900

Advisors: Apryle Cotton-362-7198
(complaints by faculty, staff and others)
Dr. Leslie Kahl-362-7481
(complaints by students and others)
Sandra Sledge - 362-4937
(complaints by staff and others)
Bob Jewell - 362-8279
(complaints by staff and others)
Joan Williams - 362-8278
(complaints by staff and others)
Lanelle Coleman - 362-4927
(complaints by staff and others)

Wctshington University Pciicies
Discriminatory Harassment Policy
I. Introduction and Policy Statement
Washington University is committed to having a positive learning and working environment for its students,
faculty, and staff. University policy prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, age, religion, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, national origin, veteran status or disability. Harassment based on any
of these classifications violates University policy and will
not be tolerated. In some circumstances such harassment
may also violate federal, state or local law.
In 1996, the University adopted a new policy on
Sexual Harassment. Since that time, allegations of discriminatory harassment on bases other than sex have
been handled in a similar manner. This Policy confirms
that allegations of any sort of discriminatory harassment
are subject to the policies and procedures described in the
Sexual Harassment Policy.1 That Policy applies to all
members of the Washington University community. It
allocates responsibilities for helping to ensure that
University policy is fairly applied, explains the processes
by which complaints of harassment may be brought forward, and provides sanctions for harassment, which may
range from reprimands to termination or dismissal,
depending on the severity of the offense. School of
Medicine students and employees may, alternatively, rely
on the School's Abusive Conduct Policy.
In an academic community, the free and open
exchange of ideas and viewpoints reflected in the concept
of academic freedom may sometimes prove distasteful,
disturbing or offensive to some. Indeed, the examination
and challenging of assumptions, beliefs or viewpoints
that is intrinsic to education may sometimes be disturbing to the individual. Neither the Policy on Sexual
Harassment nor this Policy is intended to compromise
Washington University's traditional commitment to academic freedom or to education that encourages students
to challenge their own views of themselves and the world.

II. What Is Discriminatory Harassment?
Discriminatory harassment is unwelcome and objectively offensive conduct that (a) has the purpose or effect
of unreasonably interfering with an individual's work or
educational environment, (b) is directed at a particular
individual or individuals because of the individual's/individuals' race, color, age, religion, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, national origin, veteran status or disability, and (c) is abusive or severely
humiliating. Some conduct obviously constitutes harassment, such as a statement that all members of a disfavored group will be required to work in the basement
because their supervisor does not, on the basis of their
group membership, want to be near them. Whether particular conduct constitutes harassment often depends on
the specific context of the situation, including the participants' reasonable understanding of the situation, their
past dealings with each other, the nature of their professional relationship (for example, supervisor-subordinate,
colleague), and the specific setting.

III. Confidentiality
The University will strive to protect, to the greatest
extent possible, the confidentiality of persons reporting
harassment and of those accused of harassment. Because
the University has an obligation to address harassment,
however, the University cannot guarantee complete confidentiality where it would conflict with the University's
obligation to investigate meaningfully or, where warranted, take corrective action. Even when some disclosure of
the University's information or sources is necessary, it will
be limited to the extent possible. The University will, to
the extent permitted by law, keep confidential all records
of complaints, responses and investigations. The records
maintained by the Harassment Response Coordinator
shall be available only to the Coordinator and, to the
extent necessary, to administrators and other supervisors
charged with responding to allegations of harassment.
Allegations of harassment shall not be placed in student
records or personnel files unless, after appropriate investigation, such allegations have been sustained. Records of
allegations maintained by the Coordinator, which do not
lead to formal hearings, or personnel actions will be discarded after five years unless there are additional, more
recent complaints against the same person. Any records
maintained by the Coordinator concerning an allegation
about which an accused person was not given reasonably
timely notice and an opportunity to respond shall not be
used to justify or enhance a sanction, other than an oral
or written warning, imposed for a different instance of
harassment.
If you want to discuss possible harassment in a more
confidential setting or clarify your feelings about whether
and how you wish to proceed, you may want to consult a
social worker, therapist or member of the clergy, who is
permitted, by law, to assure greater confidentiality.
Clergy and counseling resources on campus are listed in
Bearings, Ternion and Safety and Security on the
Danforth Campus. In addition, any member of the
University community may contact the Student
Counseling Services at 935-5980 for a confidential discussion and, if desired, referral to off-campus resources.
'This Policy is published in many places, including
Bearings, the Record, and the Faculty Information
booklet. It may also be found at wustl.edu/policies/
sexharas.html or obtained from the Danforth or
Medical School Human Resources office.

IV. Seeking Advice; Making a Complaint
If you believe that you have been harassed, you have a
number of response options, both formal and informal.
Some people may wish to pursue informal means instead
of or before making a formal complaint; others will not.
If an informal procedure is ineffective, the formal procedures will remain open to you. You should select the
route you feel most appropriate for your circumstances.
However you wish to proceed, you may consult at any
time with the Danforth or Medical Center Harassment
Response Coordinator (listed in the Appendix), whose
responsibilities include assisting students, faculty and staff
with harassment issues, be they general or specific, formal
or informal. You may wish to work with the Coordinator
to select an approach.
A. Informal Procedures
1. If you feel comfortable dealing with the situation
without assistance, you can communicate either
orally or in writing with the person whose behavior
is offensive. The most useful communication will
have three parts:
a. A factual description of the incident(s)
including date, time, place and specific action.
b. A description of the writer's feelings, including any consequences of the incident.
c. A request that the conduct cease. Frequently,
such a communication will cause the offensive
behavior to stop, particularly where the person may not be aware that the conduct is
offensive.
2. If you would like to proceed informally, but with the
assistance of someone else, you may:
a. Ask the person's supervisor, e.g., department
chair, dean, director, housing office representative, academic advisor or resident advisor, to
speak to the person whose behavior was offensive. The purpose of such conversations is the
cessation of offensive behavior.
b. Consult with one of the Coordinators listed in
the Appendix and specifically charged with
responding to harassment inquiries and complaints. These individuals are thoroughly
familiar with University policy on harassment
and are available to consult with victims of
harassment, those charged with harassment,
witnesses and supervisors of parties to a complaint. They can provide information about
informal actions that might remedy the situation and discuss University policy on harassment and procedures for resolving complaints.
c. Ask the Coordinator to mediate or arrange for
mediation. Mediation is discussion and negotiation, with the help of a third party, designed
to permit the parties to reach a mutually
agreeable resolution of a dispute. If a person
complaining of harassment seeks mediation,
the person accused of harassment agrees and
the Coordinator concludes that the mediation
would be consistent with the University's legal
obligations in responding to and preventing
harassment, the Coordinator may mediate or
arrange for mediation.
B. Formal Procedures
Whether or not you have attempted to resolve a •
harassment claim through informal means, you may initiate a formal harassment grievance proceeding by filing a
written complaint. This process may lead to a formal
hearing at which evidence will be considered and witnesses heard. If this is the course you wish to take, the
Coordinator can assist you in filing a complaint.
Complaints, prepared with or without the assistance of
the Coordinator, can be filed with the following
Committees, with a copy to the Coordinator for your
campus:
Complaints against faculty or staff:
Faculty and Administrative Affirmative Action

Committee or
Discrimination and Title IX Grievance Committee or
Human Resources Advisory Committee
All of these committees may be contacted:
c/o Office of Human Resources
North Brookings Hall, Room 126
Campus Box 1184
935-5990
Hearing procedures are set out in the Washington
University Discrimination and Sexual Harassment
Hearing Procedures. These procedures may be obtained
from the Office of Human Resources or from any
Harassment Response Coordinator or Advisor.
Complaints against students or student groups:
Director of Judicial Programs
Residential Life Center 10
Campus Box 1250
935-4174
Hearing procedures are set out in the University
Judicial Code, found in Bearings and Washington
University Faculty Information. These procedures may
also be obtained from the University Judicial
Administrator or from the Harassment Response
Coordinators or Advisors.
Whether or not you choose to file a complaint, the
University may be required, or may otherwise deem it
necessary and protective of the academic community, to
commence its own investigation.

V. Protection of Rights
The University will not tolerate retaliation or discrimination against persons who report or charge harassment
or against those who testify, assist or participate in any
investigation, proceeding or hearing involving a complaint
of harassment. In this context, retaliation means speech
or conduct that adversely affects another's terms or conditions of employment or education and is motivated by an
intent to harm the targeted person because of his or her
participation in the filing or investigation of an allegation
of harassment. Any such retaliation — or any encouragement of another to retaliate — is a serious violation of
University policy and law, independent of whether the
particular claim of harassment is substantiated. If you
believe you have been subjected to retaliation in violation
of this rule, you may use the procedures described above
to complain and seek redress.
The University seeks to protect the rights of all persons, accusers and accused, to fair procedures.
Accusations of harassment typically have injurious farreaching effects on the careers and lives of accused individuals. Allegations of harassment must be made in good
faith and not out of malice. Knowingly making a false or
frivolous allegation of harassment, whether in a formal or
informal context, will be treated as a serious offense under
this policy and, where it applies, the University Judicial
Code. If you believe you have been falsely accused of
harassment you may use the procedures of this policy or
the University Judicial Code, where applicable, to seek
redress. See Section IV.
Approved by the Washington
Council, November 25, 2002
Approved by the Washington
Senate, December 19, 2002
Approved by the Washington
Council, November 29, 2007
Approved by the Washington
Senate, December 12, 2007

University Faculty Senate
University Faculty
University Faculty Senate
University Faculty

Discriminatory Harassment Coordinators/Advisers:
Danforth Campus:
Professor Jean M. Allman, 935-9599 (complaints by
students)
Professor John N. Drobak, 935-6487 (complaints by
students; Spring 2009 only)
Lorraine Goffe-Rush, 935-8046 (complaints by faculty,
staff and others)
Ann B. Prenatt, 935-7746 (complaints by faculty, staff
and others)
Medical Campus:
Dr. Leslie Kahl 362-7481 (complaints by students)
Apryle Cotton, 362-7198 (complaints by faculty, staff
and others)
Legail Chandler, 362-4900 (complaints by faculty, staff
and others)

Washington University Code of Conduct
Introduction
The Washington University Code of
Conduct governs "members of the
University community": employees,
volunteers, and those who do business
with the University. It states the ethical and legal standards that guide their
decisions and actions as community
members. The University's Code of
Conduct may be revised from time to
time. An up-to-date version of the
Code, along with a Questions and
Answers section, is always available on
the Web at codeofconduct.wustl.edu.
The statements below summarize
the Code of Conduct's key features.
Integrity and Ethical Conduct
Washington University is committed
to the highest ethical and professional
standards of conduct as an integral
part of its mission, the promotion of
learning. To achieve this goal, the

University relies on each community
member's behavior, honesty, integrity,
and good judgment. Each community
member should demonstrate respect
for the rights of others. Each community member is accountable for
his/her actions.
Compliance with Laws and
University Policies
The University and each community member must transact University .
business in compliance with all laws,
regulations, and University policies
related to their positions and areas of
responsibility. Managers and supervisors are responsible for teaching and
monitoring compliance in their areas.
Violations or Concerns
Community members are expected
to report violations or concerns about
violations of the Code of Conduct
that come to their attention.

Managers have a special duty to
adhere to the standards set forth in
the Code of Conduct, to recognize
violations, and to enforce the standards.
There are three ways to report a
violation or discuss a concern. You
may report violations or concerns to
your immediate supervisor or department head, if appropriate. Or you may
call the University Compliance Office
at the number established for this purpose: (314)362-4998. Reports may
be made anonymously to this number
if the caller so desires, since this number has no caller identification or
number recognition. Or you may call
the individual responsible for the
related compliance area; a list of these
individuals appears in the complete
version of the Code of Conduct at
codeofconduct.wustl.edu.

record.wustl.edu

Beginning this fall, the School
of Engineering & Applied
Science no longer will admit
students for the bachelor of science degree in civil engineering
and will not seek re-accreditation
for the degree program when it
expires in September 2013.
The decision was made by the
Department of Mechanical,
Aerospace 8c Structural
Engineering.
The degree is accredited by the
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET),
the board for postsecondary degree programs in applied science,
computing, engineering and
technology.
WUSTL has 61 undergraduate
civil engineering students among
the 1,003 undergraduate students
in the engineering school. Current
civil engineering undergraduates
will be able to graduate with an

Volleyball digs for
the cure vs. UMSL

Women's soccer
extends streak to 12
The No. 11 women's soccer team
extended its home winning streak
to 12 games with a 1-0 victory
over No. 10 Rhodes College in a
top 15 matchup Oct. 25. WUSTL
has now won 26 of its last 27
games at home.
Junior Caryn Rosoff gathered a
loose ball in front of the Rhodes
net just 31 seconds into play and
beat Rhodes goalkeeper Becca
Clarin with a shot to the near
corner. The goal for Rosoff was
her team-leading sixth of the

reception.) Whitaker Hall, Rm. 218.
935-7887.

Friday, Nov. 7
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds. Third
Wings Lectureship. "Pediatric Palliative Care:
It's About Time." Sarah Freibert, M.D., dir. of
the Haslinger Family Pediatric Palliative Care
Center at Akron Children's Hospital. Clopton
Auditorium. 550-1396.
11 a.m. Computer Science and Engineering
Colloquium. "Electronic Voting: Are Your
Votes Really Counted?" Richard A.
Kemmerer, prof, of computer science, U.
of Calif., Santa Barbara. Cupples II Hall,
Rm. 217.935-6160.
11 a.m. Energy, Environmental and Chemical
Engineering Seminar Series. "Rectifying
p-n Junction Nanostructures for Direct
Conversion of Solar Energy to Electricity or
Chemical Fuels." Craig Grimes, prof, of
electrical engineering, Penn. State U. Lopata
Hall, Rm. 101.935-5548.
Noon. Cell Biology and Physiology Seminar.
"Stem Cells and Lineage Selection in
Mammalian Epidermis." Fiona M. Watt, prof,
of molecular genetics. Cancer Research UK
Cambridge Research Inst. McDonnell
Medical Sciences Bldg., Rm. 426. 362-6950.

season and 28th of her career.
Senior goalkeeper Amanda Boe
finished the contest with six saves.
The Bears (12-2-1,4-0
University Athletic Association)
travel to Rochester, N.Y., Friday,
Oct. 31, to take on No. 19
University of Rochester.

Men's soccer ties
Dominican University
The No. 16 men's soccer team
played to a 3-3 tie with No. 21
Dominican University at Francis
Field Oct. 24. Freshman Pat
McLean scored a pair of first-half
goals to give the Bears a 2-0 lead
through 17 minutes of play, and
junior John Hengel made it 3-1 for
WUSTL in the 60th minute.
Dominican, which entered the
game with the second-highest
scoring average in Division III
with a 4.25 goals per game average, came back to tie the game by
netting two goals in a span of less
James Imlay, prof, of microbiology, U. of III.
at Urbana-Champaign. Cori Aud., 4565
McKinleyAve. 362-1496.
4 p.m. Assembly Series. Keith Wailoo.
Rebstock Hall, Rm. 215. 935-5285.

Wednesday, Nov. 12
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Center for the Application
of Information Technology Training
Workshop. "Getting Started with JCL and
Utilities." Cost: $1,275; reduced fees
available for CAIT member organizations.
(Also Nov. 13 & 14, 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.) CAIT,
5 N. Jackson Ave. To register: 935-4444.
10 a.m. Electrical & Systems Engineering
Seminar. "Quantitative Analysis of
Fluorescence Microscope Data: Examples
From Cell Motility." John A. Cooper, prof,
of cell biology & physiology. Bryan Hall,
Rm. 305.935-5565.

then 90 seconds. The contest was a
rematch of the 2007 NCAA
Division III Regional Final in
Whitewater, Wis., a 1-0 overtime
win for WUSTL.
The Bears (10-3-1, 3-1
University Athletic Association)
hit the road this weekend to continue UAA action against No. 17
University of Rochester Friday,
Oct. 31.

Football snaps losing
streak at home
The football team snapped a
three-game losing streak with a
24-3 victory over Ohio Wesleyan
Oct. 25.
WUSTL's defense allowed only
205 yards of total offense in the
win.
The Bears (4-3) open
University Athletic Association
play at noon Saturday, Nov. 1,
hosting Carnegie Mellon
University.

On Stage
Friday, Oct. 31
8 p.m. "Of Thee I Sing" presented by the
Performing Arts Department. (Also 8 p.m.
Nov. 1; 2 p.m. Nov. 2). Cost: $15, $9 for
students, faculty, staff and senior citizens.
Edison Theatre. 935-6543.

Friday, Nov. 7
8 p.m. 0VATI0NSI Series. Luna Negra Dance
Theater. (Also 8 p.m. Nov. 8.) Cost: $32,
$28 for seniors, WUSTL faculty & staff, $20
for students & children. Edison Theatre.
935-6543.

4 p.m. Assembly Series. Daniel Mendelsohn.
Graham Chapel. 935-5285.

Sports

4 p.m. Biochemistry and Molecular
Biophysics Seminar. "Nanoscopic Imaging
of Enzymes, Cells and Tissues: SuperResolution Imaging and Single Molecule
FRET." Xiaowei Zhuang, prof, of chemistry
6 chemical biology, Harvard U. McDonnell
Medical Sciences Bldg., Rm. 264.362-4152.

5:15 p.m. Volleyball vs. Concordia U. Bears
Classic. WU Field House. 935-4705.

Friday, Oct. 31
7:30 p.m. Volleyball vs. Culver-Stockton
College. Bears Classic. WU Field House.
935-4705.

Law school intersession offers
intensive study opportunities
BY JESSICA MARTIN

The School of Law will hold
intersession courses Jan. 5-9,
2009, allowing upper-level students to take a one-unit short
course in a subject that enriches
their curriculum.
Top attorneys, professors and
other legal professionals will teach
these classes.
Intersession offerings include:
"Chapter 11 Strategies for the
Business Lawyer"; "Comparative
Property and Tax Law: Select
Topics, Chile and United States";
"Feminist Legal Perspectives";
"Housing Law"; "Introduction to
Intellectual Property Law";
"Introduction to Law Firm
Practice"; "Law and the Practice
of International Diplomacy";

BY NEIL SCHOENHERR

The Latin American Studies
program in Arts & Sciences is
sponsoring the 2008 South by
Midwest two-day conference
called "Rethinking Intellectuals in
Latin America."
Free and open to the public,
the conference will be held
Nov. 7-8 at the Knight Center on
the Danforth Campus.
The conference will be an
interdisciplinary gathering with
participation of specialists in their
fields who shed light on processes
of change currently happening in
Latin America.
"The conference seeks to engage the current historical period

10 a.m. Volleyball vs. Monmouth College.
Bears Classic. WU Field House. 935-4705.

Thursday, Oct. 30

Monday, Nov. 10

Thursday, Oct. 30

Noon. Football vs. Carnegie Mellon U.
, Francis Field. 935-4705.

4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar
Series. "Antigen Presentation Perspectives
in Immune Diabetes." Emil R. Unanue, prof,
of pathology & immunology. Farrell Learning
& Teaching Center, Connor Aud. 362-2763.

8 p.m. Jazz at Holmes. William Lenihan,
guitar, and Rah Williams, piano. Ridgley
Hall, Holmes Lounge. 935-4841.

2:30 p.m. Volleyball vs. Minikin U. Bears
Classic. WU Field House. 935-4705.

4:30 p.m. "Environmental Issues in
Politics: What to Do about Proposed
Energy Costs?" Panel discussion.
Brown Lounge. Free and open to the
public. For information, contact
kupshur@gwbmail.wustl.edu.

Tuesday, Nov. 11
Noon. Molecular Microbiology and Microbial
Pathogenesis Seminar Series. "Molecular
Explanations for the Toxicity of Oxygen."

Thursday, Nov. 6
8 p.m. Jazz at Holmes. Elizabeth Harnick,
piano, and her trio. Ridgley Hall, Holmes
Lounge.935-4841.

Saturday, Nov. 8
7:30 p.m. Concert. Washington U. Faculty
Showcase. Co-sponsored by the Mo. Music
Teachers Association. E. Desmond Lee
Concert Hall, 560 Trinity Ave. 935-5566.

Tuesday, Nov. 11
8 p.m. Concert. Messsiaen Centennial Organ
Concert: Charles Tompkins. Graham Chapel.
935-5566.

Saturday, Nov. 1

Friday, Nov. 7
Volleyball UAA Championship. (Also Nov. 8.)
WU Field House. 935-4705.

Saturday, Nov. 8
11:30 a.m. Women's Soccer vs. U. of
Chicago. Francis Field. 935-4705.
1:30 p.m. Men's Soccer vs. U. of Chicago.
Francis Field. 935-4705.

"Negotiation"; and
"Transnational Migration and
Citizenship Law."
Graduate students from other
disciplines are welcome to attend
the courses. Registration continues through mid-November.
"Our second annual Intersession Program is an excellent
opportunity for students from
various areas of study to explore
a narrow topic in depth with
experts in the field," said Tomea
Mayer Mersmann, J.D., associate
dean for strategic initiatives.
"Leading practitioners have
developed substantive and engaging course offerings."
For more information, contact
the law school registrar's office at
935-4610 or visit law.wusd.edu/
registrar/index.asp?id=6766.

Latin American intellectuals
focus of two-day conference

Music

8 p.m. Dept. of Music Organ Workshop.
"Modes, Birds and Color: Unlocking the
Mysteries of Messiaen's Organ Music."
Charles Tompkins. Graham Chapel.
935-5566.

accredited degree, as long as they
graduate by summer 2013.
Beginning immediately, no new
students will be admitted into the
major.
WUSTL will continue to offer
structural engineering degrees at
the master's and doctoral levels,
and it also will continue to offer a
minor in structures for undergraduate students. In addition,
WUSTL will continue to offer an
ABET-accredited bachelor of
science degree in civil engineering through the University of
Missouri-St. Louis/Washington
University Joint Undergraduate
Engineering Program.
The decision of the department was based on a desire to
focus its intellectual efforts and
resources and to build on existing
strengths in areas such as biotechnology, energy and materials
engineering.

Freshman Tricia Brandt gets ready to serve in the Dig for the Cure
match last week at home against UMSL.

7 p.m. Sam Fox School Public Lecture
Series. Thomas Crow, prof, of modern art,
Inst. of Fine Arts, New York U. Co-sponsored
by the Saint Louis Art Museum. Saint Louis
Art Museum Aud., 1 Fine Arts Drive.
935-9300.

6:30 p.m. Sam Fox School Public Lecture
Series. Saul Ostrow, assoc. prof, of painting,
Cleveland Inst. of Art. Steinberg Aud.
935-9300.
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Civil engineering no longer
admitting new students

Sports
The No. 4 volleyball team dropped
a five-set match to Division II
University of Missouri-St. Louis
on Susan G. Komen Dig for the
Cure Night at the WUSTL Field
House Oct. 22.
Participating in the nationwide
program to benefit the Susan
G. Komen for the Cure network of
St. Louis, fans and other supporters made donations for each dig
the Bears recorded in the match.
With the match lasting five
sets, the Bears tallied 62 digs. It
was estimated more than $3,000
was raised to benefit cancer research and awareness.
The contest itself was a seesaw
affair. The teams traded wins in
each set, and the Tritons came out
on top in the deciding fifth frame.
Freshman setter Lauren Budde,
making the first start of her career,
recorded a double-double with
39 assists and 10 digs.
WUSTL (22-6,6-1 University
Athletic Association) conclude
regular-season action with the
Bears Invitational Friday and
Saturday, Oct. 31 and Nov. 1, in
the Field House. The team will
hold senior night festivities in the
match with Culver-Stockton
College Oct. 31 at 7 p.m.

Oct. 30,2008
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through an interdisciplinary
conversation on the cultural
politics of knowledge," said
Mabel Morana, Ph.D., the
William H. Gass Professor in
Arts & Sciences and program
director.
"We will focus in particular
on the transformative role played
by intellectuals — social actors
within and beyond academia
who operate through movements, think tanks, non-governmental organizations, cultural,
literary, political and artistic
fields, and the media," she said.
For more information, visit
latinamericanstudiesprogram
.com or e-mail Morana at
mabelmorana@yahoo.com.

Election programming update

6 p.m. "Candidates' Forum on
Israel." Danforth University Center,
Rm. 276. Free and open to the public.
Contact elsambor@wustl.edu.
7:30 p.m. "Rhythms for Rebuilding"
benefit concert. Graham Chapel. Ten
campus a cappella groups perform to
benefit Doorways, an HIV/AIDS
support project and victims of
Hurricane Ike. Free and open to the
public, but contributions accepted.

For information, e-mail rhythms
4rebuilding@gmail.com or call
469-826-2560.

Monday, Nov. 3
5:00 p.m. Karl Rove. Graham Chapel.
Open to members of the WUSTL
community with current I.D. For
information, contact cafische®
wustl.edu.
7:30 p.m. "Education Policy" panel
discussion. Danforth University
Center, Rm. 276. Free and open to the
public.

Tuesday, Nov. 4
All day. Free shuttle to area polling
sites from Danforth Campus. Contact
the Gephardt Institute, 935-8628.
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Woman's Club membership
drive continues with tour, lunch
The Washington University
Woman's Club is hosting a
fall luncheon and tour of the
exhibit "Birth of the Cool:
California Art, Design, and
Culture at Midcentury" Nov. 11
at the Mildred Lane Kemper Art
Museum. The luncheon and tour
coincide with the club's ongoing
membership drive.
The tour begins at 10 a.m.,
with lunch to follow featuring
speaker Sabine Eckmann, Ph.D.,
director and chief curator of
Kemper Art Museum. Tickets
— available to both men and
women — are $27 and can be
purchased by contacting Susan
Colangelo at 659-8491 or

szcolal 13@hotmail.com.
The Woman's Club, founded in
1910 by faculty wives, offers its
members opportunities to form
friendships and grow intellectually through luncheons, lectures,
tours and women's programs. The
club also funds scholarships for
deserving female WUSTL
students.
The club is open to women
who are faculty or staff; wives or
widows of faculty or staff; alumnae or spouses of alumni; or
women sponsored by a member.
For more information about the
club, contact Patricia Sarantites at
sarantites@gmail.com or visit
wustl.edu/womans.

Bring kids to Safe Trick-or-Treat
A fitting tribute Michael Greenfield, J.D., the George Alexander Madill Professor of Contracts
and Commercial Law, and his wife, Claire Halpern, cut the ribbon during the dedication of the
Greenfield Classroom in Seigle Hall Oct. 8. The new classroom — the first in the School of Law
named for a current faculty member — is a tribute to Greenfield's tireless work with other faculty,
students, administrators, alumni, architects and contractors to ensure that the law school's
physical facilities are among the very best in the country. "Mike Greenfield has given 40 years of
priceless sweat equity into this law school, as a teacher and scholar as well as a member of at
least three building committees," said Kent Syverud, J.D., dean of the law school and the Ethan
A.H. Shepley University Professor. "The classroom in Seigle Hall is a particularly fitting recognition
of his selfless service to our school."

Founders Day
Honors go to four faculty,
four community members
- from Page 1
exoticism and the avant-garde
in visual arts and literature
before World War I. An international expert in modern
European art, she is serving as a
consultant for two exhibitions.
During the course of her career,
she has served in research or
consultant capacities to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
the Guggenheim Museum and
the Peggy
Guggenheim
Collection in
Venice, Italy.
An innovative teaeher,
Childs also
holds a courtesy appointment in women, gender
Childs
and sexuality
studies in Arts
& Sciences. She has co-taught
courses in several academic
departments and has been
called upon to develop a new
survey course as well as a plan
for a new first-year curriculum
for the Sam Fox School of
Design and Visual Arts. Her
teaching has been honored by
the ArtSci Council twice and by
the Graduate Professional
Council with an Outstanding
Mentor Award.
In her books and scholarly
articles, Childs has covered
such areas as the study of humor in caricature, French impressionist painting and photography, exoticism within
European modernism and art
censorship since the Renaissance.

Dorsey D.Ellis Jr.
Ellis joined the New York law
firm of Cravath, Swaine and
Moore upon earning a law
degree from the University of
Chicago in 1963. But five years
later, he changed course, joining
the University of Iowa law
faculty and beginning what was
to become a distinguished
40-year career in academia.
While at Iowa, he began yet
another important career path
when he was appointed assistant to the president and assistant dean of faculties and later
vice president for finance and

university services.
He came to WUSTL in 1987 as
law school dean. Under his direction, the school expanded by virtually every measure: increased
number and value of scholarships;
increased size, diversity and academic stature of the faculty and the
student body;
the establishment of a joint
degree program with East
Asian studies;
and the institution of a graduate program for
international
students. Most
important, Ellis Ellis
led the initiative to construct Anheuser-Busch
Hall, which opened in 1997.
As a member of the law faculty,
Ellis made a mark on law education at WUSTL by expanding the
law school's international dimensions and creating new courses
emphasizing comparative and
international aspects. Most recently, he led the planning for the
School's Transnational Law
Programs. This summer, he was
appointed dean emeritus and
the William R. Orthwein Distinguished Professor of Law Emeritus
and continues to serve as academic
director of the transnational
program.

Robert J. Rothbaum
As professor of pediatrics and
clinical director of the Division of
Pediatric Gastroenterology and
Nutrition in the School of Medicine, Rothbaum has devoted his
long career to the improvement of
care for children. In this capacity,
he oversees the clinical side of the
outpatient office, the ambulatory
procedure center and inpatient service.
His medical, analytical
and administrative contributions range
from developing the first
sexual abuse
diagnostic and Rothbaum
management
protocols to creating the first computer-based physician ordering
system.
He also helped create the pediatric parental nutrition Web site
and co-founded a system that
brings together physicians, therapists,'dietitians, nurses and psychologists to analyze nutrition

challenges in children.
Among the long list of teaching awards given by WUSTL are
the 25-Year Service Award he
received in 2001; the 2007 Samuel
Goldstein Teaching Award (the
medical school's highest honor
for educators); and, most recently,
the 2008 Distinguished Service
Teaching Award.
Rothbaum graduated from
Brown University in 1972 and
earned a medical degree from the
University of Chicago in 1976.
After completing his pediatric
residency and an ambulatory
pediatrics fellowship at St. Louis
Children's Hospital, he followed
with a fellowship in pediatric
gastroenterology and nutrition at
Children's Hospital Medical
Center in Cincinnati.

Gautam N. Yadama
While many faculty in the George
Warren Brown School of Social
Work focus on issues of poverty
in the United States, Yadama's
research involves helping developing countries advance their
understanding of how to reduce
poverty. He teaches courses on
social and economic development
policy and the role and use of
theory in applied social research.
Through extensive research
projects in China, India, Nepal,
Mongolia and Bhutan, among
other countries, Yadama is working with institutions to help local
communities create sustainable
development. One such project
involves understanding the role
of micro-institutional mechanisms for
managing
quasi-public
goods in India
and China.
Yadama
has served as
consultant for
such major
institutions as
the United
Yadama
Nations
Development Program, the Food
and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations, the World
Bank and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) including
Save the Children-UK and the
International Development
Research Center in Canada.
As a mentor, Yadama is helping educate young professionals
from such Asian countries as
Mongolia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. He continues to help develop the Brown
School's summer institute in
China, and he serves on the

The Campus Y's annual Safe
1 Trick-or-Treat will be held
from 1-3 p.m. Saturday,
Nov. 1, in the South 40.
Faculty and staff are invited
to bring their children.
Most of the residential
colleges will participate in the
free program, which provides
an opportunity for St. Louisarea children to trick-or-treat

steering committee of WUSTL's
McDonnell International
Scholars Academy and is the
academy's ambassador to Chinas
Tata Institute.
Yadama earned a doctoral
degree from Case Western
Reserve University

Robert S. Brookings
Awards
The Robert S. Brookings Awards
are given by the Board of Trustees to those who, through their
commitment and generosity,
epitomize the alliance between
Washington University and the
St. Louis region.
Two couples are receiving this
year's Brookings award: Harry
and Susan Seigle and Harvey A.
and Dorismae Hacker Friedman.

Harry and Susan Seigle
The Danforth Campus became
even more imposing with the
opening of Harry and Susan
Seigle Hall this fall. The new
building houses several social
science departments in Arts &
Sciences and provides additional
facilities for the School of Law.
Seigle Hall is a fitting tribute
to its namesake, a Chicago couple who have demonstrated
extraordinary commitment to
WUSTL through their service
and support.
Harry Seigle, J.D., is a former
member of the Board of Trustees
and serves on the Arts &
Sciences National Council. He
also is a founding chair of the
Chicago Regional Cabinet.
Together, the Seigles have supported a professorship in Arts
& Sciences as well as sponsored a
number of programs, scholarships and facilities at the University. Two of their three sons
continue their tradition of being
active alumni.
After earning a degree in
political science from WUSTL in
1968, Harry Seigle earned a law
degree from Northwestern
University He eventually joined
the Elgin Lumber Co., a family
business later renamed Seigles
Inc. The firm flourished under
his direction as chair and president, becoming the largest building material supplier and carpenter contractor in the Chicago
region.
After graduating from the
University of Michigan in 1960,
Susan Seigle became the program
associate for the Chicago Council
on Foreign Relations.

in a safe environment. More
than 200 children are expected
to participate.
All children must be accompanied by a parent or guardian.
In addition to trick-or-treating,
there will be games, haunted
houses, refreshments and lots of
fun.
For more information and to
register, call 935-5010.

She continues to be active in
community organizations such as
Hadassah, the Elgin Community
Crisis Center, Personal PAC
(Chicago) and Congregation Beth
Tikvah.

Harvey A. and
Dorismae Hacker
Friedman
Harvey Friedman and Dorismae
Hacker attended Washington
University around the same time
and began dating Dorismae's
senior year.
Harvey began his career before
he could graduate. Dorismae
earned a degree in art history in
Arts & Sciences in 1942. They
married in 1943, while Harvey
was in the service.
His career began in the textile
industry and included a teaching
stint at University College before
focusing on retail and housing
development. In 1969, he began
developing nursing homes and
apartments, creating a long-time
interest in the need for a comprehensive understanding of productive aging. Although he switched
his business focus in 1980 to
found the Bank of Ladue, the
interest in aging research and
education continued.
It was a natural outcome that
the Friedmans would establish the
world-class Harvey A. Friedman
Center for Aging at WUSTL.
Their support for this cross-disciplinary center is in addition to
earlier gifts that included the
establishment of a graduate research fellowship for nurses working with the aged and an annual
prize for a non-physician in the
field of aging.
Directing the center is John
Morris, M.D., who is, not coincidentally, the Harvey A. and
Dorismae Friedman Distinguished Professor of Neurology.
Dorismae Friedman put her
education to good use, serving on
the board of the Saint Louis Art
Museum and volunteering as a
docent for 15 years. She cochaired her class' 60th and 65th
reunions.
The Friedman's significant
"support for WUSTL includes
being Life Patrons of the Eliot
Society. In recognition of their
vision, the University created an
annual lectureship in their names.
This is the first of a two-part
story on Founders Day The next
issue of the Record will feature
recipients of the Distinguished
Alumni Awards.
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Notables
Introducing new faculty members
The following are among the new faculty members at the
University. Others will be introduced periodically in this space.
Yehuda Ben-Shahar,
Ph.D., joins the Department of
Biology in Arts & Sciences as
assistant professor. BenShahar earned a bachelor of
science degree in life sciences
from Tel-Aviv University in
Tel-Aviv, Israel. He earned a
master's degree and a doctorate in entomology from the
University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign and had
several years of postdoctoral
experience as a Howard
Hughes Medical Institute
Fellow at the University of
Iowa College of Medicine. His
research uses both Drosophila
and honeybees to investigate
the genetic architecture that
underlies specific behaviors
such as feeding and mating.
He is also interested the evolution of behavior. His research
combines behavioral, genetic,
genomic, biochemical and
molecular techniques.
Peter Benson, Ph.D., joins
the Department of Anthropology in Arts & Sciences as
assistant professor. He was
previously a postdoctoral
research fellow in the Program
in Agrarian Studies at Yale
University. He earned a bachelor of arts degree in anthropology from Vanderbilt
University and a doctorate in
anthropology from Harvard
University. His research interests include medical anthropology, public health, political
economy, tobacco, agriculture,
transnational migration and
social theory, especially intersections between phenomenology, existentialism and
cultural anthropology.
Pamela Jakiela, Ph.D.,
joins the Department of
Economics in Arts & Sciences
as assistant professor. She
earned a doctorate from the
University of California,
Berkeley. Much of her work
explores the intersection
between international development and psychology, focusing on sharing norms,
cultural values, ethnic networks, risk-taking and entrepreneurship. She conducts
regular fieldwork in Kenya,
where she recently completed
a study of the emergence of
individualist, effort-oriented
values. Jakiela also conducts
lab experimental studies in the
United States. Her recent work
in this area explores the importance of contextual cues in
sharing decisions.
John Klein, Ph.D., joins
the Department of Art History
and Archaeology in Arts &
Sciences as associate professor.
Klein, who has taught at the
University of MissouriColumbia since 1992, brings
several areas of expertise to
the department's offerings in
modern and contemporary
art, criticism and theory
through his courses in modern sculpture, Dada and
Surrealism, the history and
theory of the art museum,
modern decoration and decorative arts, and portraiture
from antiquity to the present.
He is an internationally
known specialist in the art of
Henri Matisse, Fauvism and
modern portraiture. In addition to his book "Matisse
Portraits" (Yale 2001), he has
published many articles and
book chapters on the artist,
most recently on the intersection of portraiture and decoration in Matisse's work for an

exhibition in the German cities
of Stuttgart and Hamburg.
Robert F. Krueger, Ph.D.,
joins the Department of
Psychology in Arts & Sciences
as professor. Krueger is a clinical and personality psychologist interested in understanding
the origins of individual differences in personality and psychopathology. His research
often employs behavior genetic
designs and multivariate quantitative models. Major research
goals involve developing comprehensive, empirically-based
models of personality and
psychopathology applicable in
both clinical and research
settings. A related research
interest involves modeling the
ways in which genetic and
environmental forces intertwine in the development of
human individual differences.
Krueger earned a doctorate
from the University of
Wisconsin.
Claire Solomon, Ph.D.,
joins the Department of
Romance Languages and
Literatures in Arts & Sciences
as assistant professor of
Spanish. She earned a doctorate
in Latin American literature
from Yale University and a
bachelor of arts degree in
Spanish and comparative literature from Oberlin College.
Solomon previously held a
lectureship at the University of
Michigan. Her research interests include the relationship of
literature and theory, early
20th-century traveling Yiddish
Theater companies, literary
prostitutes of the Southern
Cone, and close reading.
Roy Sorensen, Ph.D., joins
the Department of Philosophy
in Arts & Sciences as professor.
He has interests in the philosophy of language, epistemology
and metaphysics, on which he
has published a large number
of articles. He is the author of
six books, for which he is well
known: "Blindspots" (Oxford
1988), "Thought Experiments"
(Oxford 1992), "PseudoProblems" (Routledge, 1993),
"Vagueness and Contradiction"
(Oxford 2001), "A Brief History
of Paradox" (Oxford 2003) and
"Seeing Dark Things" (Oxford
2007). He is also on the edito'rial board of The American
Philosophical Quarterly.
Sorensen was previously professor of philosophy at
Dartmouth College and, prior
to that, at New York University,
where he served as department
chair from 1991-94.
Margit Tavits, Ph.D., joins
the Department of Political
Science in Arts 8c Sciences as
assistant professor. Her main
research areas include comparative European politics,
electoral competition, party
politics and political institutions. She earned a doctorate
from the University of
Pittsburgh and served as a
postdoctoral fellow at the
University of Oxford. Tavits'
publications include
"Presidents with Prime
Ministers" (Oxford 2009),
which considers whether and
when presidents in parliamentary systems become influential. Her work has also appeared'in various leading journals of political science. Her
current research focuses on the
development of party organizations and representational
linkages in post-communist
Europe.

Luce Foundation grant underwrites
study of ancient Chinese landscapes
BY LIAM OTTEN

Gwen Bennett, Ph.D., assistant professor of art
history and archaeology in Arts 8c Sciences, has
received a three-year, $335,000 grant from the
Henry Luce Foundation Initiative on East and
Southeast Asian Archaeology and Early History. The
grant will allow Bennett to expand her ongoing
fieldwork into the ancient landscape and settlements
of the Chengdu Plain in China's Sichuan Province.
The Chengdu Plain was home to some of the
earliest states in East Asia, dating back to the second
millennium B.C., Bennett said.
However, "almost nothing is known of the political, social or natural landscapes preceding, contemporaneous with, or postdating this initial state emergence," she said. "This survey will expand our understanding of the relationship between landscape
change and social evolution."
Bennett launched the Chengdu project as a onemonth pilot study in 2005L06, centering on Gucheng,
one of nine known late Neolithic walled sites in the
region.
After a subsequent field season in 2006-07, she
developed a two-tiered process, consisting of systematic, full-coverage surface survey as well as bucket
auger sampling. Fieldwork will begin in earnest this
December.
The Luce Foundation Grant — Bennett's second
— will allow her to expand the research team to
cover more than 300 square kilometers surrounding
the Gucheng site. Bennett herself will lead the surface survey. Collaborator Rowan Flad, Ph.D., associate professor of anthropological archaeology at
Harvard University, will lead the sub-surface
auguring.

Other collaborators — representing several
WUSTL departments as well as National Taiwan
University, Beijing University, the Chengdu City
Archaeology Institute and the Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences Institute of Archaeology — will participate in the survey and in geomorphological testing to reconstruct the history of the area's landscape
evolution; and will help collect and process ceramic,
soil and other samples for seriation, radiocarbon
dating and paleoenvironmental reconstruction.
"Soon many of the region's prehistoric remains
will be impossible to identify due to the rapid urbanization around Chengdu and Gucheng," Bennett said.
"It is vital that this systematic research occur as soon
as possible, before the prehistory of this critical
region is completely lost."
In addition to its archaeological findings, the
Chengdu project will provide several opportunities
for educational exchange. WUSTL students from the
departments of history, art history and archaeology,
anthropology, earth and planetary sciences and
Asian and Near Eastern languages and literatures, all
in Arts 8c Sciences, will be able to design research
projects centering on the Gucheng region, with some
participating in fieldwork.
Conversely, participating Chinese archaeologists
will have an opportunity to study Western approaches through a special six-week course held at the
Center for American Archaeology in Kampsville, 111.
"Western archaeologists have participated in field
work in China for over a decade now and have benefited immensely from these opportunities," Bennett
said. "Chinese archaeologists rarely obtain the same
opportunities to participate in Western projects."
Preliminary findings will be published in the
Chengdu City Archaeology Institute's annual report.

The following incidents were reported to University Police Oct. 21-27. Readers with information that could assist in investigating these incidents are urged to call 935-5555. This information is provided as a public service to promote safety awareness
and is available on the University Police Web site at police.wustl.edu.

Oct. 22

Mallinckrodt Student Center.

12:33 p.m. — The mailroom
manager in the Wohl Student
Center reported receiving
several pieces of mail that had
been opened.

Oct. 27

ID, room key and bike key
somewhere around the Sam
Fox School complex.

8:16 a.m. — A Bon Appetit
employee reported that someone
had stolen money from his wallet, which was in an office at the
Danforth University Center.
8:05 p.m. — A student reported losing her wallet, student

Additionally, University
police responded to two violations of a court order ofprotection, one disturbance and one
report of trespassing.

Barnes-Jewish Hospital
Foundation for research titled
"Development of a Ribosomal
Internal Transcribed Spacer
Fingerprint Database
for Identification of Invasive
Fungi." ...
Sarah Finger, a third-year
medical student, took second
place in the National Essay
Contest on the Relationship
Between Medical Students and
Pharmaceutical Marketing, sponsored by Harvard Medical
School. Her entry was chosen
from more than 130 entries, from
which one first-place, three second-place and five third-place
winners were named. She received a $750 cash prize, a certificate of accomplishment and a
copy of the book "Powerful
Medicines." ...
Donna B. Jeffe, Ph.D., research associate professor of
medicine, and Dorothy A.
Andriole, M.D., associate professor of surgery and assistant dean
for medical education, have
received a three-year, $570,000
grant from the National Institute
of General Medical Sciences for
research tided "Promoting
Research Careers among
Underrepresented Minority
Physicians." ...

Jeffrey D. Milbrandt, M.D.,
Ph.D., professor of pathology and
immunology, of medicine and of
neurology, has received a threeyear, $300,000 grant from the
Muscular Dystrophy Association
for research titled "Increased
Nmnat Activity as Treatment for
Hereditary Neuropathies." ...
Jacqueline E. Payton, Ph.D.,
instructor in pathology and
immunology, has received a
one-year, $40,000 grant from the
St. Louis Brain Tumor Research
Foundation for research titled
"Genome-Wide Study of
Epigenetic Regulation in
Pilocytic Astrocytomas." ...
Chancellor Mark S.
Wrighton was selected as the
unanimous choice for the
Catholic Campus Ministry
Association's (CCMA) first-ever
Exemplary Administrator Award.
The Higher Education Relations
Committee of the CCMA created
the award to recognize the good
work of administrators at colleges and universities across the
country that host campus ministry sites. Wrighton was nominated for the award by the
Catholic Student Center for his
"endless support of the network
of interfaith campus ministries
here at Washington University."

Oct. 23
5:03 p.m. — A student lost
her ID and room key in the

Of note
Da-Ren Chen, Ph.D., associate
professor of chemical engineering, and Marit Meyer, graduate
student in chemical engineering,
have received a one-year, $30,000
grant from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
for research titled "Modeling and
Simulation of Aerosol ElectroMobility in a Personal Nanoparticle Size." ...
Philip E. Cryer, M.D., the
Irene E. and Michael M. Karl
Professor of Endocrinology and
Metabolism in Medicine, received
one of two 2008 Novartis Prizes
for Long-Standing Achievement
in Diabetes Sept. 9 in Rome, Italy.
Novartis, which noted Cryer as
one of the most recognized clinical investigators in diabetes, recognized his pioneering research
in hypoglycemia and his work as
an outstanding trainer of large
numbers of physicians who have
gone on to distinguished careers
in academic medicine. ...
W. Michael Dunne, Ph.D.,
professor of pathology and immunology, of medicine, and of molecular microbiology, has received
a one-year, $84,620 grant from
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Washington People

BY MICHAEL

C. PURDY

Jacques Baenziger seems to
be hooked on trying new
things.
Many people are fond
of flaunting the latest fads
in clothing, technology, hobbies or
foods, but Baenziger evinces a
much deeper commitment to
novelty: He signs up for first-oftheir-kind ventures that last for
years.
From attending an experimental college in Florida to breaking
in the new M.D./Ph.D. program at
Washington University to his field
of scientific research — an important area of biomedicine long set
aside as just-too-hard-to-pindown — Baenziger always seems
to pick the route where, he says,
there's "no road map and no idea
if anyone's going to succeed."
"I admit it, I've had a kind of
peculiar path," says Baenziger,
M.D., Ph.D., professor of anatomic and molecular pathology and of
cell biology and physiology. "But
if something looks like a good
opportunity to me, I take it."

New country, school
Baenziger didn't have much of a
say at the time, but this trend can
be traced back to the first year of
his life. Baenziger was born in
Vevey, Switzerland. When he was
a year old, his father, an engineer
who worked for Nestle at its head-

Lindsay Steirer Taylor, a graduate student in molecular biology, and Jacques Baenziger, M.D., Ph.D.,
look at real-time polymerase chain reaction data in Baenziger's lab. "Jacques was a great role model for
M.DVPh.D. students, particularly in helping us understand how basic research interfaces with clinical
research," says Eric Green, a 1994 M.DVPh.D. graduate of the School of Medicine.

Pioneer in biomedicine
Jacques Baenziger
prospers on paths
less taken in
education and
research

quarters in Vevey, was offered a
chance to go to Stamford, Conn.
"They were moving a division
to the United States," Baenziger
says. "The head of that section
offered my dad the opportunity to
come over, and being fairly adventurous people, he and my mom
decided to do it. It was a pretty
gutsy move."
When Nestle moved the division back to Switzerland years
later, Baenziger's parents decided
to stay in the United States, even
though it meant giving up his
fathers pension, because they
thought it would give their son
more opportunities educationally
and professionally. They moved to
Tennessee, where Baenziger had a
bedroom with a "spectacular"
view of the Great Smoky
Mountains.
After graduation from high
school, Baenziger enrolled in New
College of Florida, in Sarasota,
where the main building was the
former mansion of the Ringling
Brothers of circus fame. Baenziger
was a member of the third class at
the new university, which was not
yet accredited and gave no grades
but had famous faculty members
like Arnold Toynbee, a wellknown historian.
"I can remember being one of
only one or two students in organic chemistry class," he says.
"That was great because I was
basically doing synthesis projects

for the professor. But it was also
intimidating because whenever he
asked a question, I had no one to
hide behind."

A tricky transition
Unfortunately, having no class
grades made getting into medical
school tricky. Baenziger did well
enough on his MCATs to be accepted at Johns Hopkins
University but couldn't get a
scholarship there.
A professor recommended
checking with WUSTL, which
was just starting a new M.D./
Ph.D. program.
"They already had the two
students they were going to take,
and those were all they could
afford to support," he says. "But I
made a deal with the head of the
program, Luis Glaser, Ph.D., then
professor of biological chemistry,
where I said I'd pay for my first
year myself, and if I did as well as
or better than the others in that
first year, they'd start supporting
me from then on."
Baenziger won his bet, and, in
1975, he became one of the first
WUSTL M.D./Ph.D. graduates. As
he looks back, he marvels at how
much he learned, not just in human biology and science, but also
in terms of the limits of the human brain and the 24-hour day.
"There's sometimes an expectation when you go into an M.D./
Ph.D. program that you're going
to be excellent at absolutely everything," he says, laughing. "That
doesn't always work out."
Baenziger, who remembers
having to "beg for a little less
enrichment" during graduate
school, says the secret is to recognize what is most interesting and
potentially professionally useful in
the huge array of knowledge and
training that the M.D./Ph.D.
program offers.
"Of course, you still have to be
competent in the other areas, but,
at some point, you have to decide
that there are things you like more
and are going to put more effort
into," he says. "Eventually, it clicks,
and I guess that's called maturity."

Sugars' contributions
(From left) Jacques Baenziger; wife, Nancy; and brother-in-law Todd
Lewis on a ski trip at Alta in Utah.

The area that clicked for Baenziger
under the mentorship of Stuart
Kornfeld, M.D., Ph.D., now the
David C. and Betty Farrell

Professor of Medicine, was the
study of how sugars and other
carbohydrates affect biology.
Known as glycobiology, this field,
like many of Baenziger's ventures,
is rife with novelty and uncertainty but also deep with potential
for new insights.
Added carbohydrates are the
most common alteration to proteins after they have been assembled from instructions in
DNA. Nearly all the proteins in
the blood and on the surface of
cells have sugars attached. The
changes these sugar attachments
cause in the properties of proteins
may help explain one of the biggest mysteries of biology: why
humans have many fewer genes
than biologists expected. If adding different sugars allows cells to
do two or more jobs with one
protein, then the cell needs fewer
genes.
Although this idea is widely
accepted, it has been difficult for
glycobiologists to demonstrate.
Unlike proteins, sugars aren't built
from an explicit set of stored
instructions. Sugars' chemical
structures are large, have much
greater potential for diversity than
proteins and often are more flexible and prone to move about. Theconsistency of the sugar attachments can vary, too: Depending
on a variety of factors, the sugars
may almost always, sometimes or
only occasionally be added to a
protein.
Baenziger, who has worked on
these problems for more than
three decades, found a unique set
of sugars consistently added to
certain reproductive hormones
made by the pituitary gland. He
identified the enzymes that add
the sugars to the hormones and
showed that disabling one of
those enzymes led to a sharp
increase in fertility in mice.
"One could imagine that, if
down the road you have people
who have fertility problems, it
could be partly related to a defect
somewhere in this very complicated system, and we might think
about trying to modify it,"
Baenziger says.
Baenziger was recognized with
glycobiology s highest prize, the
Karl Meyer Award, in 2002.
"He went from A to Z in working out a very important pathway
that represents a major milestone
in the field," Kornfeld says. "He
did it in a careful and innovative
way that led to the development
of methods that are of much use

to many other people who work in
this area. He represents what a
true physician/scientist should be."

'Renaissance guy1
Graduates of the Baenziger lab
describe him as an outstanding
mentor.
"Jacques was a great role model
for M.D./Ph.D. students, particularly in helping us understand how
basic research interfaces with
clinical research" says Eric Green,
a 1994 M.D./Ph.D. graduate of the
School of Medicine.
Green, now scientific director
of the National Human Genome
Research Institute, remembers
"lots of laughter, camaraderie and
serious science" in the Baenziger
lab.
Karen Colley, Ph.D., a 1987
doctoral graduate who is now a
professor of biochemistry and
molecular genetics at the
University of Illinois at Chicago,
says she admires both Baenziger's
mentoring and the diverse array of
personal hobbies he is involved in
outside of the lab.
"Jacques is a real Renaissance
guy, what with his interests in
scuba diving, underwater photography, collecting orchids, sailing
and classical guitar," she says. "I
hope when I get past the kid-raising stage, I can do fun things like
he does."
Baenziger is married to Nancy
Baenziger, Ph.D., associate professor of neurobiology, whom he met
while on his first interview for the
M.D./Ph.D. program at WUSTL.
"She teaches the first-year
medical school course on histology, and I teach the second-year
course on pathology, so she shows
them what it's supposed to look
like, and I show them what it looks
like when it's messed up," Jacques
Baenziger says with a chuckle.

Jacques Baenziger
Born: April 9,1948
Family: Wife, Nancy
Additional hobbies: Rollerblading,
biking, cooking, singing Medieval and
Renaissance music at workshops and
recitals around the country
Favorite places to eat: Atlas, a
restaurant in the Central West End,
and The Crossing in downtown
Clayton.

